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INTRODUCTION
We live in the era of global technological revolu  on. Many call it the Fourth 
Industrial Revolu  on. We believe this wave of change will have a deep, worldwide 
impact since the nature of change is exponen  al. The rate of change accelerates as 
technologies conquer new heights. The world becomes unrecognizably diff erent 
from one genera  on to another. Change puts enormous pressures on individuals, 
organiza  ons, and countries to adapt and thrive in ever-changing condi  ons.

Armenia fi nds itself in an industrial revolu  on for the fi rst  me in its history as 
an independent state. How will Armenia thrive in this new era? Can Armenia be 
among winning countries a  er making leaps forward in economic development 
and addressing many social and economic issues? What is the required 
paradigm shi  ? What is the algorithm for a viable strategy in a world of extreme 
uncertainty? We believe that these key ques  ons need to be placed on the agenda 
of professional public discourse. In the 2017 Armenia Compe   veness Report, we 
aim to contribute to shaping this agenda. 

First, we take a historical look at Armenia’s economic performance throughout 
the last 15-25 years. The compara  ve analysis aims to assess Armenia’s economic 
path in global and regional contexts and highlight key issues. The compe   veness 
paradigm is our guiding principle in this analysis. Then we examine the driving forces 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolu  on through pa  erns of key disrup  ve technologies 
and their poten  al impact globally and selec  vely across the local economy. A 
comprehensive assessment of Armenia’s technology ecosystem demonstrates 
the readiness level to embrace new technological trends. And, fi nally, we provide 
our view on the guiding vision for Armenia’s technology-led transforma  on, key 
principles of strategy making, and a hypothesis on an adaptable strategic approach.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The impera  ve for economic transforma  on

Prosperity is largely driven by the level of compe   veness, which relies on 
produc  vity and ins  tu  ons. Post-independence, Armenia’s GDP increased 
more than eight-fold, but it has yet to recover to the pre-crisis levels of 2008. In 
recent years, improved economic diversifi ca  on and expansion in export-oriented 
sectors have been the main engines behind the recorded growth. Armenia’s 
GDP per capita has grown faster than the world average, peaking in 2015, but 
it masks the persistent income inequality. Life expectancy is steadily rising, yet, 
along with sustained emigra  on and a low birth rate, it poses demographic threats 
to Armenia. In the post-crisis period, GDP recovery has been accompanied by an 
improved stance on compe   veness, demonstrated by higher quality ins  tu  ons 
and produc  vity. However, so far, Armenia’s compe   veness stance has remained 
at the same level it was at a decade ago.

While Armenia’s economy has improved since independence, it is now facing the 
complex challenge of radical transforma  on to address cri  cal socioeconomic 
problems. In the last fi ve years, Armenia’s labor resources declined by around 15 
percent. Unemployment is a persistent economic challenge, leaving nearly 1 out 
of 5 people without work. Poverty is a stumbling block of the economy—3 out of 
10 people live below the poverty line. Emigra  on and brain drain are persevering 
challenges. Quan  ta  ve and qualita  ve development has stumbled in recent 
years signaling the exhaus  on of the previous model of growth. The impera  ve 
for the fundamental transforma  on of the economy is paramount, necessita  ng a 
novel and radical approach. Armenia should cra   its new economic model facing 
the Fourth Industrial Revolu  on, which presents both unprecedented threats and 
opportuni  es.

Technologies shaping the revolu  on and opportuni  es for Armenia

The Fourth Industrial Revolu  on is characterized by a group of disrup  ve 
technologies expected to have an unprecedented economic impact globally. 
We have highlighted seven technologies with the highest disrup  ve poten  al 
for businesses and socie  es, namely Ar  fi cial Intelligence (AI), Blockchain, Next-
genera  on Genomics, Cloud compu  ng and Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), 
Robo  cs, and 3D prin  ng. Each technology has its own specifi c claim to bring 
innova  on to market. The cumula  ve eff ect of these technologies is es  mated to 
reach USD 22 trillion in the near future. AI and Genomics threaten to transform 
the very founda  ons of humanity as we know it. 

Armenia can greatly benefi t from disrup  ve technologies. They enable businesses 
to increase produc  vity and save produc  on costs. The poten  al impact of new 
technologies on the Armenian economy can be signifi cant depending on its ability 
to increase its absorp  ve capacity. We have iden  fi ed disrup  ve technology 
applica  ons across a few industries, including fi nance, retail, manufacturing, and 
energy, to yield cost savings of up to USD 220 million annually.
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Disrup  ve technologies also open a  rac  ve opportuni  es for Armenia to create 
and deliver solu  ons for global markets. According to one scenario of development, 
service companies and branches of MNCs can increase by approximately USD 50 
million in value crea  on in 5 years due to the shi   to disrup  ve technologies. Yet, 
the poten  al economic benefi t may be much more if Armenia nurtures startups 
focused on disrup  ve technologies.

Armenia’s innova  on performance and capabili  es

Armenia s  ll produces globally compe   ve scien  fi c researches in selected 
areas (physics and astronomy ranking 40th in the world by h-index value), but 
the transforma  on of scien  fi c knowledge into commercial opportuni  es lags 
behind (only 5.3% of high tech exports in manufacturing exports). Armenia has 
underinvested resources in building innova  on and technology ecosystems 
in compara  ve terms (only 0.24% of gross expenditures on R&D in GDP). The 
opera  ng effi  ciency of the system measured by ra  o of the performance indicator 
rela  ve to invested resources (including human, fi nancial, and infrastructure) is 
high, but not sustainable in the long run. Strategic effi  ciency shall take priority 
over opera  ng effi  ciency. The former requires inves  ng much larger resources in 
the emerging pa  erns of technological shi  s.  

Armenia’s enabling environment has yet to become largely conducive to 
technology development, innova  on, and science-based development. There are 
important fl aws and gaps, par  cularly in S&T and innova  on policies as well as 
research capabili  es in the areas that defi ne the next technological revolu  on. 
The technology-enabled leap can be achieved only if those gaps and fl aws are 
addressed quickly and effi  ciently.

Transforma  onal agenda

The Fourth Industrial Revolu  on opens unprecedented opportuni  es for Armenia. 
The power of technologies can be harnessed to transform local industries as well 
as create new industries and sources of growth. A truly transforma  onal agenda 
is a necessity. Such an agenda requires a systemic, non-linear approach due to 
ecosystem complexity and severe resource constraints. In complex adap  ve 
systems, strategies rest on constant search and adapta  on. Strategies should be 
based on crea  ng op  ons through small-scale, low-cost experimenta  on and then 
pursuing op  ons that work. Hence, the evolu  onary algorithm - create variety, 
select, and replicate, is proposed as the op  mal generic strategy algorithm. The 
government should aim to enhance interconnectedness of the ecosystem elements 
and systemic value. A few crucial ini  a  ves that are independent of technological 
trajectories will be necessary to ensure a vibrant ecosystem, namely:

 + Priori  ze and develop meta competencies such as complex problem solving, 
cri  cal thinking, crea  vity, and math;

 + Nurture and proliferate crea  ve environments;

 + Link businesses to sources of problems.
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To kick-start effi  cient strategic discourse, an ini  al hypothesis on strategy is 
required. The hypothesis is based on the overarching vision of turning Armenia 
into a des  na  on that provides unconven  onal solu  ons to complex challenges.

To execute this vision a comprehensive set of ini  a  ves is laid out with short-
term, medium-term and long-term impact horizons and dis  nct focus areas across 
four dimensions—educa  on, incen  ve mechanisms, infrastructure, and funding. 
Eff ec  ve execu  on requires a strong culture and leadership. Four value sets are 
founda  onal for this eff ort: failure tolerance, risk taking, trust and strong ethics, 
and sense of mission.
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THE IMPERATIVE 
FOR ECONOMIC 

TRANSFORMATION

CHAPTER 1
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Prosperity is largely driven by the level of compe   veness, and the linkage 
between the two is clear and sta  s  cally robust.  Produc  vity is the prime 
defi ning factor for compe   veness. Ins  tu  ons not only shape the produc  vity 
enhancing (or limi  ng) rules of the game in society but also set the condi  ons for 
the par  cipa  on of diff erent groups of society in value crea  on and distribu  on. 
Ins  tu  ons themselves are shaped by the eff ec  veness of the overall business 
environment and specifi c investor protec  on mechanisms, the quality of diff erent 
ins  tu  ons, and the level of corrup  on and militariza  on (important ins  tu  onal 
specifi cs in Armenia’s case). This conceptual framework presented visually in 
Figure 1-1 is applied to analyze Armenia’s performance vis-à-vis the world in the 
last 10 to 25 years. 

Figure 1-1.  Conceptual Framework for High Level Assessment of Armenia’s 
Economic Performance

PROSPERITY

Labor Force and 
Unemployment

Life Expectancy 
and Migra  on

State External 
DebtGDP

Produc  vity Ins  tu  ons

Compe   veness
Labor

Produc  vity
Business 

Environment Corrup  on
Investor 

Protec  on
Suppor  ng 
Ins  tu  ons Militariza  on

Poverty and 
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Note: Developed by EV.
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Gross Domes  c Product

Armenia’s Gross Domes  c Product (GDP) fell signifi cantly in 
the years following independence, as the country suff ered 
from economic hardships in the a  ermath of the Soviet 
Union’s collapse. Throughout the 1990s, the military confl ict 
with Azerbaijan and closed borders with Turkey, the loss of 
tradi  onal export markets of former Soviet Republics, and the 
collapse of industry and agriculture, large-scale emigra  on, 
and unemployment all led to the country’s economic 

deteriora  on. The GDP fl uctuated between USD 1-2 billion, ranking Armenia in the 
140s range in the world.  

The situa  on dras  cally changed in the following decade, with unprecedented 
accelera  on of economic development. Throughout most of the 2000s, Armenia 
recorded two-digit GDP growth annually, surpassing most peer countries within 
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and Central and Eastern Europe 
(CEE). GDP increased over six  mes in the period of 2000-2008, growing from USD 
1.9 billion to USD 11.7 billion (although growth was also driven by the na  onal 
currency’s apprecia  on), earning a near 25-place advancement in the world. 
However, as a result of the global economic crisis in 2008 Armenia’s GDP fell by 
14.2% — one of the largest declines, globally.

PROSPERITY

Graph 1-1.  Armenia’s GDP Dynamics and Rank in the World, 1992-2016, in Billions (USD)

Sources: World Development Indicators, World Bank (WB WDI), Na  onal Sta  s  cal Service of the 
Republic of Armenia (NSS), IMF, World Economic Outlook Database, April 2017
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Post-independence, Armenia increased its 
GDP in USD terms by more than 8-fold and 
improved its rank (posi  on) in the world, 
but it has yet to recover to the pre-crisis 
levels of 2008.

The a  ermath of the global economic crisis demonstrated the Armenian economy’s 
vulnerability to external shocks fed by unsustainable growth drivers of non-
exportable segments (infrastructure, construc  on), narrow and resource-led 
exports, and overdependence on private monetary transfers.

The sizeable decline of the economy coupled with a large decline in foreign 
remi  ances accentuated the need to seek new growth drivers and fi nancing 
channels. The signifi cance of economic diversifi ca  on and the dire need for a new 
economic growth model infl uence Armenia’s economic policy.
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Armenia saw hard  mes as a result of the global crisis and the new economic 
reality. The Armenian government had to borrow extra funds from external sources 
(sovereign debt markets, interna  onal donor organiza  ons, foreign governments) 
to meet budgetary expenses and secure fi nancial and fi scal stability. 

In the post-crisis period, Armenia’s GDP entered a recovery phase, growing by a 
modest 3.5% per annum on average for the period of 2010-2016. Improved economic 
diversifi ca  on and the augmenta  on of the size of the tradable and export-oriented 
sectors were the main growth engines.

The decline of 2015 (in terms of USD) was signifi cantly condi  oned by the devalua  on 
of the Armenian dram (around 15% on average, for the year) and the economic 
decline of Russia — Armenia’s largest trade partner and major source of private 
monetary transfers. These factors slowed down the speed of economic recovery.

As of 2016, Armenia’s GDP stood at around USD 10.5 billion, 
and its rank fell to its 2007 posi  on in the world.

The second half of the 2000s demonstrated the contras  ng 
performance of Armenia globally in terms of GDP and exports. 
Armenia experienced overall GDP growth that was higher 
on average than in other countries worldwide. However, a 
modest increase in exports due to predominantly non-tradable sector growth in 
Armenia reduced the country’s contribu  on to global exports.

Graph 1-2. Share of Armenia’s GDP in the World GDP (current USD) and Share of 
Armenia’s Merchandise Exports in World Exports, 2005-2016

Source: WB WDI, Trade Map- ITC

2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015 2016

0.011%

GDP Share Export Share

0.009%

0.014%

0.010%

Armenia’s share in economic value 
crea  on in the world is not escala  ng, 
but the quality of growth is improving.

Armenia’s GDP per capita grew 
faster than the world average since 
independence, peaking in 2015, but it 
masks the persistent income inequality.

In the post-crisis period, the contribu  on of Armenia’s GDP has not rebounded, 
standing at 0.014% as of 2016 (compared to 0.018% in 2008). However, recovery and 
diversifi ca  on of exports enhanced by the government’s new policies (par  cularly 
the export-led industrial strategy) helped improve Armenia’s contribu  on to global 
exports, with the 2015 share surpassing the standing of a decade ago.

The dynamics of Armenia’s GDP per capita (based on 
purchasing power parity, or PPP) demonstrates no  ceable 
improvement since the 2000s. While progress was shortly 
interrupted by the global economic crisis of 2008, the 
observed indicator con  nued to advance. As of 2015, 
Armenia reached a historical height both in terms of the 
indicator’s value and its world posi  on, with GDP per capita, 
PPP at USD 8,419 and a ranking of 110, respec  vely.  
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Source: WB WDI, IMF, World Economic Outlook Database, April 2017

Graph 1-3.  GDP Per Capita Dynamics and Posi  on in the World, Armenia 2005-2016

Nevertheless, Armenia’s con  nuous popula  on decline since 2009, largely due to 
sustained emigra  on, is cause for reserva  ons regarding improvement in GDP per 
capita.

On average, countries comprising 56% of the world popula  on have higher GDP per 
capita (PPP, constant 2011 interna  onal USD), than Armenia’s popula  on. The income 
of the poor segment of Armenia’s popula  on is comparable to the average GDP per 
capita of the countries that comprise the poorest 10% of the world’s popula  on.

GDP per capita, PPP (current interna  onal $) Posi  on in the world
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Labor Force and Unemployment

Employment issues are among the priority challenges 
of the Armenian economy. The rapid growth rate of 
Armenia’s economy in the 2000s did not lead to a decent 
rise in employment as the growth was mainly achieved by 

structural changes in the economy and improved produc  vity. In par  cular, the 

Labor resources have been 
declining in Armenia.
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construc  on sector has recorded signifi cant growth. However, this growth did not 
duly counter-balance the fall of employment in manufacturing sectors.

In the period of 2010-2016, total labor resources in Armenia declined by around  
15 percent mainly due to con  nuous large-scale emigra  on and structural 
demographic shi  s that have lowered the number of young people reaching the 
working age (corresponding to the prior low birth rate).

However, the labor force par  cipa  on rate in the post-crisis period has been 
higher, on average, compared with pre-crisis period (although with a declining 
trend in the past few years). The increase between the men  oned periods could 
be explained by a higher par  cipa  on rate by women (55.1% in 2015 versus 48.5% 
in 2005), a fl ailing Russian economy, and downscaled seasonal work migra  on to 
Russia.

 Graph 1-5.  Labor Force Par  cipa  on Rate, Armenia and the World Average, %, 
2005-2015

World average Armenia

2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015

60.4 59.6 59.5 59.2 61.2 62.7 63.4 63.1 62.559 63

64.7 64.4 64.1 63.9 63.6 63.2 63.1 63.0 62.9 62.9 62.9

Source: WB WDI, NSS.
Note: % of total popula  on ages 15+.

Overall, in recent years, the decreasing rate of labor force par  cipa  on globally 
and the opposite trend in Armenia have brought Armenia’s performance closer to 
the global rate, closing the gap of the pre-crisis period.

Since the 2000s, Armenia has consistently recorded a 
double-digit unemployment rate fl uctua  ng in the 15-20% 
range. The unemployment rate stood at 18% as of 2016 
(triple the world average) in correla  on with economic 
trends in the crisis and post-crisis recovery period.

The youth has the highest unemployment level. The 20-24 age group is at 34.5% 
while the 25-29 age group is at 24.3%. Lack of eff ec  ve tools ensuring the transi  on 
from educa  on to the job market, par  cularly in secondary ci  es, is one of the 
major drivers of high unemployment rates amongst the youth.

Overall, the Armenian labor market is faced with several challenges. First, there is 
a no  ceable mismatch between labor demand and supply in the economy. Poor 
alignment between the country’s development trajectories, educa  onal policies and 
actual needs in the labor market, as well as fast global structural shi  s transla  ng to 
the local economy, lead to sizable gaps in the supply-demand balance.

Unemployment is a persistent 
economic challenge.
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Large-scale temporary work migra  on and resul  ng private remi  ances to 
Armenia push up the threshold of the acceptable minimum level of remunera  on 
for migrants and their family members in Armenia, thereby adversely aff ec  ng 
employment levels.

The agriculture sector captures an overwhelming share of employment — one-
third as of 2016. While this indicator recorded a decrease over the past several 
years (45% in 2010), it s  ll represents a prac  ce of ineffi  cient and informal 
employment in the economy.

Poverty and Inequality

In the post-independence period poverty reduc  on has 
been one of the central aims for consecu  ve governments 
but s  ll remains a key challenge despite numerous programs 
and strategies. Armenia recorded sizable progress towards 
reducing poverty in the early and mid-2000s — in the 
period of 2000-2008, poverty declined from 32% to 23.5%. 

Economic development was the main driver, with over a decade of uninterrupted 
economic growth between the end of the 1990s and the end of the 2000s. Increased 
incomes as well as elaborated social protec  on and assistance mechanisms (family 
allowances, pensions) helped diminish poverty levels.

In 2009, the poverty level no  ceably deteriorated. While poverty has been 
decreasing in recent years, the level as of 2015 was the same as it was a decade 
prior. Currently, 3 out of 10 people in Armenia live below the poverty line.

Poverty is a stumbling block of the 
economy, with the same current level as 
one decade ago.

External factors have adversely 
impacted poverty reduc  on.

Graph 1-6.  Poverty in Armenia, % of Popula  on, 2005-2015

Source: NSS 
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Progress related to extreme poverty is more visible. While the global economic 
crisis interrupted the decrease in extreme poverty, in the post-crisis period 
improvements have con  nued. As of 2015, the indicator stood at a historical low 
of 2% — a decrease by over a half by the decade’s end.

Firstly, the consequences of the global economic crisis and 
the contrac  ng Russian economy, caused by interna  onal 
economic sanc  ons, had a no  ceable adverse eff ect on 
Armenia.

Secondly, the deteriora  ng geopoli  cal situa  on in countries with substan  al 
Armenian communi  es, namely Syria and Ukraine, has led to the infl ux of about 
17,000 Armenians, mainly from Syria. Although the infl ux has been a source of 
high-quality labor, par  cularly in the services sector, it has added pressure on the 
labor market and social issues. 
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Income inequality began decreasing in the second half of 
the 2000s but has climbed up in recent years with the GINI 
coeffi  cient standing at 31.5% in 2014. Nevertheless, the level 
of inequality in Armenia is well behind the world average, 
with the GINI coeffi  cient es  mated at 65% as of 2013 1. 
However, the global average has been improving in the post-
crisis period, down from 70% in 2008. 

Socioeconomic dispari  es between Armenia’s regions and the capital Yerevan are 
s  ll sizable. Thus, enhanced and accelerated socioeconomic measures aimed at 
addressing income inequality in the country and embracing inclusive growth, along 
with the agenda of country-level economic development, are essen  al.

Life Expectancy and Migra  on

Armenia compares favorably with the world average on life 
expectancy, which is one of the direct metrics for measuring 
living standards in a country. With small-scale yet con  nuous 
improvements, life expectancy has passed beyond 74 years 
in Armenia since the beginning of the current decade.

High unemployment and low prosperity levels in Armenia 
are the main factors behind sustained emigra  on, which is 
jeopardizing the economy’s labor resources and skillset. The 
small economy size and limited scope of economic ac  vi  es 
constrain fl exibility in choosing professions, fi nding and 
changing jobs, and obtaining professional development opportuni  es.  

1 World Bank Group, Taking on Inequality, Poverty and Shared Prosperity, 2016

Graph 1-7. Wealth Distribu  on in Armenia: GINI Index, 2005-2014

Source: WB WDI
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Graph 1-8.   Life Expectancy (years) in Armenia and World Average, 2005-2015
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Wealth distribu  on in society, while 
be  er than the world average, remains 
largely inequitable.

Life expectancy in Armenia is steadily 
rising and is ahead of the world average.

Emigra  on and brain drain are con  nued 
challenges in Armenia.

World average Armenia
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The falling emigra  on rate during the high economic growth period in the mid-
2000s reversed in the a  ermath of the global economic crisis. Since 2000, apart 
from the period of 2004-2006, the net migra  on in Armenia has been nega  ve. 
Nearly 400,000 people permanently le   Armenia between 2000 and 2015. Three 
out of four of them le   during the post-crisis period.

In recent years, the rise in emigra  on of high-skilled professionals has been 
due to non-economic factors such as social discontent, geopoli  cal threats, and 
uncertainty of country development perspec  ves.

Armenia ranks 109 among 138 economies on country capacity to retain talent 2. 
According to the Armenia IT Industry Report 2015, about 40% of IT fi rms in Armenia 
see sustained brain drain as a main factor behind the con  nuous shortage of high-
skilled specialists in the sector3. 

According to the assessments of the United Na  ons 
Popula  on Fund, the life expectancy in Armenia is expected 
to rise in the long-term. Thus, by the end of the century, the 
propor  on of the working-age popula  on (aged 15-64) is 
expected to decrease to about 57% from the current rate 
of 69%. While the fallen birth rate in the 1990s signifi cantly 

accounted for the rise in Armenia’s ageing popula  on, sustained emigra  on 
(par  cularly of the middle-aged segment) drives it further.

Sizable emigra  on has no  ceably reduced labor resources. This reduc  on 
par  cularly intensifi ed in the post-crisis period with a net migra  on balance 
(nega  ve) of about 40,000 persons per annum.

2 World Economic Forum (WEF): 2016-2017 Global Compe   veness Report (GCR) 
3 Enterprise Incubator Founda  on, 2015, “Armenian ICT Sector 2015”

Graph 1-9.  Net Migra  on of People from Armenia (in thousands), 2000-2015
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Overall, as of 2015, 940,000 people who were born in Armenia were living outside the 
country — a staggering 25%, the 4th highest indicator, globally4.

External debt

In most of the 2000s up to the global economic crisis, while 
Armenia’s external public debt was increasing, the state 
external debt-to-GDP ra  o was decreasing due to the fast 
growth rate of the economy. Thus, in the period of 2005-
2008, CAGR of external state debt was 13%, while the debt-
to-GDP ra  o fell by one-third. 

In 2009, the volume of state external debt nearly doubled. At the end of 2016, the 
volume of state external debt stood at just over USD 5 billion with a debt-to-GDP ra  o 
of 47%, represen  ng over a three-fold increase compared to the pre-crisis period.

4 Pew Research Center, Interna  onal Migrants by Country, 2016

Graph 1-10.  Percentage of Country’s Popula  on Living Outside of Their Country 
of Birth, Armenia and Peer Countries, as of 2015

Graph 1-11. Dynamics of State External Debt, Armenia, 2005-2016
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In recent years, while the overwhelming part of the debt comprised fi nancial 
resources received from interna  onal donor organiza  ons on preferen  al terms, 
the debt level was steadily approaching the offi  cially defi ned upper limit threshold 
(state debt-to-GDP ra  o of 60%). In 2015, an amendment to the Armenian Law 
on State Debt was made that formally defi ned the government debt-to-GDP ra  o 
as the new threshold. Another offi  cially defi ned upper limit threshold is the 50% 
level of the government debt-to-GDP ra  o (previously, state debt-to-GDP ra  o). 
Approaching this threshold would necessitate a cut in public expenses that would 
hit the economy hard in the short-term given the current  ght economic condi  ons 
in the country.
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Armenia, as opposed to natural resource-abundant countries, largely relies on 
economic compe   veness to achieve the desired prosperity levels. Produc  vity 
and effi  ciency of ins  tu  ons are essen  al blueprints of compe   veness. 

Double-digit growth of the Armenian economy in most of the 2000s was 
not accompanied by improved compe   veness on an interna  onal level, 
as demonstrated by the Global Compe   veness Index (GCI) rankings. This 
phenomenon demonstrated the “growth-compe   veness paradox” and revealed 
root issues in the Armenian economy, namely unsustainable growth drivers5. 

In the post-crisis period, GDP recovery has been accompanied by an improved 
stance on GCI, demonstra  ng the enhanced quality of growth regarding 
advancement of ins  tu  ons and upgraded produc  vity fundamentals. However, 
so far this improvement has managed to bring back Armenia’s compe   veness 
stance in the world to the level it was at a decade ago.

As a developing economy in transi  on, Armenia has entered a stage where 
economic effi  ciency and resul  ng compe   veness are of paramount importance, 
compared with the emphasis on the state of basic infrastructure in the preceding 
stage of development.

5 Na  onal Compe   veness Report of Armenia, 2008, Economy and Values Research Center

COMPETITIVENESS

 Graph 1-12.   GDP Growth Dynamics and Global Compe   veness Index Rankings 
of Armenia, 2005-2016
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PRODUCTIVITY
Staying compe   ve requires a rise in produc  vity that is 
higher than that of compe  tors. This is a constant race. 

In the last decade, Gross Value Added (GVA) per employee/
capita in Armenia recorded a no  ceable increase. In the 

period of 2010-2015, GVA per employee increased by around USD 1,700 (2010 
constant USD) at 3% Compound Average Growth Rate (CAGR). CAGR of GVA per 
capita is even higher at 5% mostly due to the decreasing popula  on rate.

Another produc  vity indicator, GDP per person employed (PPP, constant 2011 
interna  onal $), demonstrates the slackened pace of Armenia in the global 
context, compared with the mid-2000s. Thus, while this indicator has increased 
by nearly 20% in the period of 2005-2014, its stand in the world has dropped from 
106 to 110.

Graph 1-14. Dynamics of GDP per Person Employed in Armenia, Benchmark 
with World Average, 2005-2014

Source: WB WDI

Graph 1-13. Gross Value Added per Employee and Capita, Armenia, 2005-2015  

Source: WB WDI
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In the period of 2005-2015, GVA per capita in Armenia 
increased by more than half, reaching around USD 3,420. 
The decomposi  on of the performance demonstrates that 
labor produc  vity (value added per employee) accounts for 
two-thirds of the growth. Employment growth accounts for 
around one-quarter, and increased labor force par  cipa  on 
accounts for only 8%.

Labor produc  vity has been increasing 
but the pace lags behind the world.

Labor produc  vity has been the key 
determinant of Armenia’s GVA per capita 
increase and needs further enhancement 
through tradable sectors.
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Graph 1-15.  Decomposi  on of GVA per Capita Growth (Constant 2010 USD), 
Armenia, 2015 vs. 2005

Source: WB WDI, EV analysis 
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INSTITUTIONS
Global Compe   veness Index and Ease of Doing Business

In the 2000s up to the global economic crisis, state 
policies related to business environment and ins  tu  ons 
largely followed an “environmentalist” approach, with 
more emphasis on macroeconomic climate stability and 
sluggish solid interven  ons aimed at improving business 
environment.

A  er the global economic crisis at the end of the decade, the government started 
to mainstream an agenda to accelerate business environment enhancement. 
Along with progress on the macro policy level, a stronger emphasis was put on 
enhancing micro level compe   veness.

Graph 1-16. Ranking on Ins  tu  ons in Global Compe   veness Index (GCI) and 
Ease of Doing Business Index, Armenia, 2006-2016

Sources: Ease of Doing Business (WB), Global Compe   veness Report (WEF)  
Note: Rankings are among a number of assessed countries in the period of 2005-2016. GCI rankings range 
between 117-148 countries: 117 countries in 2005 (2005/06), 97 countries in 2009 (2009/10), and 138 
countries in 2016 (2016/17). Doing Business rankings range between 155-190 countries: 155 countries in 
2006, 183 countries in 2010, and 190 countries in 2017.

The one-stop-shop system and simplifi ed procedures were introduced for many 
business-regula  ng ac  vi  es such as state registra  on and licensing. A risk-based 
control system in tax administra  on is gradually being implemented to ease the 
administra  ve burden for businesses. Reforms in tax and customs administra  on 
have reduced  me and cost for documentary and border compliance for exports 
and imports. The administra  ve infrastructure has been supplemented with a 
modern e-government system (e-signatures, electronic tax reports, electronic 
registra  on for licensing, etc.), reducing bureaucracy for doing business.

Although ins  tu  onal capaci  es in the public administra  on 
sector have recorded no  ceable progress in recent years, 
a number of issues in the business environment constrain 
faster development. The slow pace of regulatory reforms 
in managing certain micro risks are key impediments that 
are refl ected in interna  onal rankings, namely the Global 

Compe   veness Index and Ease of Doing Business.

In the Global Compe   veness Index (2016-2017, ranking of 138 countries), 
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In recent years, Armenia has made 
signifi cant progress in improving its 
business environment.

Nevertheless, extent and impact of 
regulatory environment reforms have 
room for major improvements.
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key issues include judicial independence (101st rank), protec  on of minority 
shareholders’ interests (88th rank), and intellectual property protec  on (84th 
rank). In the Ease of Doing Business Index (2017, ranking of 190 countries), the 
main problema  c factors include paying taxes (88th rank), construc  on permits 
(81st rank), resolving insolvency (78th rank), and ge   ng electricity (76th rank). 

Corrup  on and Investor Protec  on

Although Armenia’s business environment has recorded 
signifi cant improvements over the last decade, corrup  on 
is s  ll perceived to be a no  ceable issue. This sen  ment is 
refl ected in interna  onal rankings such as the Corrup  on 
Percep  on Index6. In the second half of the 2000s, Armenia’s 
rank was con  nuously deteriora  ng, falling from 88th to 123rd place in the period 
of 2005-2010. Although Armenia’s stance was recovering in the fi rst half of the 
2010s, the trend has reversed in the last couple of years, with Armenia’s rank 
standing at 113 in 2016. In the region of Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Armenia 
has an average ranking (as of 2016), ahead of peer countries such as Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Uzbekistan, but behind Georgia, Turkey, and Belarus. 

The dynamics of Corrup  on Percep  on Index performance of Armenia shows 
no  ceable correla  on to that of Investor Protec  on (GCI). However, Armenia has 
a rela  vely high stance globally, ranked 49th  on GCI 2016-2017. While it registered 
a 10-place increase compared to 2005, twofold deteriora  on was recorded in the 
last few years, with a ranking of 22 in 2014. The main issues involve the level 
of protec  on awarded by corporate and bankruptcy laws and the quality of law 
enforcement.

6 Corrup  on Percep  on Index, 2016

Graph 1-17.  Rankings on Corrup  on Percep  on Index (Transparency 
Interna  onal) and Investor Protec  on (GCI), Armenia, 2008-2016
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Militariza  on

The extent of militariza  on is an important component of 
the ins  tu  onal fabric of Armenia. Armenia is forced to be 
one of the most militarized countries in the world and this 
puts its imprints on economic and social policies as well. The 
Global Militariza  on Index (GMI) assesses the militariza  on 

level of countries. In the period of 2005-2016, Armenia was consistently among 
the top 10 countries with the highest level of militariza  on, ranking third for the 
last fi ve years in a row. This high ranking is par  cularly due to index scores of 
military expenditures and military personnel.

Graph 1-18.  Global Militariza  on Index, Armenia’s Score and Posi  on in the 
World, 2005-2016

Source: Bonn Interna  onal Center for Conversion
Note: Azerbaijan ranked 9th in 2016.

The high level of militariza  on in Armenia is due to the confl ict over Nagorno-
Karabakh and the intense geopoli  cal situa  on in the region since the country 
declared independence.

On one hand, the high level of militariza  on poses constraints to the economic 
development consuming scarce economic resources. On the other hand, 
militariza  on-related developments can enhance the growth of a range of sectors 
in the economy, such as machinery and IT, through both direct demand and 
dissemina  on of technologies and capabili  es.
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CONCLUSION
While Armenia’s economy strayed far from its star  ng posi  ons since 
independence, it is now facing the complex challenge of fundamental 
transforma  on. It has improved its stance against the rest of the world in measures 
of prosperity and ins  tu  onal development, but such improvement has not been 
enough to address the most cri  cal socio-economic problems. The scope of such 
problems s  ll far exceeds the capabili  es and poten  al created by the economy 
to solve them. Shrinking labor resources, high unemployment, and con  nuous 
emigra  on and brain drain impede sustainable and inclusive growth, deepening 
demographic and na  onal security challenges. Quan  ta  ve and qualita  ve 
development has stumbled in recent years signaling the exhaus  on of the previous 
model of development. The impera  ve for the fundamental transforma  on of 
Armenia’s economy is paramount. That transforma  on shall enable Armenia to 
not only compete with fast-changing compe  tors, but also address the associated 
social and poli  cal challenges. Armenia needs a novel and radical approach to 
weather the storms of challenges during the next chapter of its economic history. 
That chapter will be wri  en during a peculiar period of humanity’s economic 
history when the only constant is unprecedented change driven primarily by 
technological developments. 

The current, unparalleled global technological advancement, widely believed 
to represent the Fourth Industrial Revolu  on, will be one of the cri  cal factors 
shaping the external environment for any country. Armenia shall be cra  ing 
its new economic model around this reality, which carries cri  cal risks but also 
atypical opportuni  es enabling non-linear development pa  erns. The rest of this 
Report explores what lies ahead for Armenia in the Fourth Industrial Revolu  on 
and how it can embrace and benefi t from this unprecedented situa  on.
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THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION

The Fourth Industrial Revolu  on 
characterized by a group of disrup  ve 
technologies will fundamentally 
transform the world economy.

Introduc  on

We live in an era of unprecedented technological innova  ons. 
Technology has come to surround nearly all aspects of 
our lives, from our social interac  ons to our fi nancial 
transac  ons. It has changed how businesses operate, how 
governments govern, and how socie  es behave. Globally, 
technological innova  ons have served as powerful engines 
of economic growth. They have li  ed millions out of poverty 
and signifi cantly raised living standards around the world. At the same  me, 
technological innova  ons have sent shockwaves throughout more developed 
economies. They have disrupted en  re industries, and created new economic 
winners and losers, raising concerns about increasing socioeconomic inequality 
and the poten  al for so-called technological unemployment. We use the term 
disrup  ve technology to describe tendencies of technological innova  on that 
have a transforma  ve impact on the socie  es that adopt them.  Collec  vely, these 
technologies represent the arrival of a “Fourth Industrial Revolu  on,” dis  nct from 
its predecessor in its velocity, scope, and depth of systemic impact7.

Whereas previous technological revolu  ons were largely driven by a single 
domina  ng technology, the current revolu  on can be characterized by the 
simultaneous overlay of several radically innova  ve technologies. The fi rst 
revolu  on was defi ned by the inven  on of the steam engine, the second by mass 
manufacturing, and the third by compu  ng technologies, but the technologies 
driving the fourth revolu  on do not yet have a commonly shared classifi ca  on 
and terminology. They are combina  ons of ar  fi cial intelligence, robo  cs, cloud 
compu  ng and big data, quantum compu  ng, 3D prin  ng, Internet of Things, 
blockchains, biotechnology, nanotechnology, new sources of energy, and so forth.

The interplay of these technologies accelerates development pa  erns in many areas 
of life by crea  ng so-called exponen  al growth pa  erns. Largely incremental growth 
pa  erns throughout human history are replaced by exponen  al pa  erns kicked off  with 
the fi rst revolu  on and radically accelera  ng with the fourth one. These pa  erns involve 
popula  on growth, life expectancy, economic prosperity, and diversity of choice. 

7 This term was popularized by Klaus Schwab, Founder and Execu  ve Chairman of the World 
Economic Forum, in his book  tled "The Fourth Industrial Revolu  on", 2016. World Economic 
Forum
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Graph 2-1.  Human Social Development Index vs. World Popula  on Growth

Source: Brynjolfsson E., McAfee A., 2014, “The Second Machine Age”, W. W. Norton & Company
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What will determine whether a country, business, or government is on the winning 
or losing side? There is no universal formula for success, but there is one for 
failure—to conduct aff airs (business opera  ons, public policy, consumer behavior) 
the old-fashioned way. Adaptability will be the prerequisite for survival for human 
species and ins  tu  ons at a scale unseen in history. Threats will be everywhere. 
Seemingly secure jobs performed by experts or skilled workers will be replaced by 
robots and ar  fi cial intelligence (will the world need investment analysts?). Asset-
dominant business will be overtaken by technology-heavy compe  tors (Airbnb 
vs. tradi  onal hotels, Uber vs. tradi  onal taxi services). New energy sources will 
threaten the well-being of tradi  onal energy supplier countries. But the threats 
have a fl ip side—they are opportuni  es for others. This is the new chance for 
everyone. In order to grab it, one needs to understand the driving forces of 
technological disrup  on.

Defi ning Disrup  ve Technologies

Disrup  ve technologies change, challenge, or otherwise undermine exis  ng 
markets, fi rms, and other social structures. Their disrup  veness is not so much in 
their inherent technological sophis  ca  on, but rather in their ability to bring about 
transforma  ve change by lowering transac  on costs, increasing produc  vity, and 
crea  ng en  rely new markets. Disrup  ve technologies fi nd natural affi  nity with 
the concept of “crea  ve destruc  on” that is at the heart of modern economic 
growth theory. As economists have noted, faster innova  on-led growth is generally 
associated with a higher rate of crea  on and destruc  on of fi rms and jobs.

The impact of disrup  ve technologies goes beyond economic and social life. It 
goes even further than the fusion of physical and biological worlds. Specifi c 
domains of technology threaten to transform the very founda  ons of what 
defi nes human in our current understanding. Two rapidly developing technologies 
play cri  cal role in such “redefi ni  on”—those are ar  fi cial intelligence (AI) 
and gene  cs. Both technologies make inroads into every aspect of life with 
unprecedented pace. This creates a discourse on the poten  al of both AI and 
gene  cs that is frequently wrapped in societal hype, investment frenzy, and 
trendy discussions. However, the deeper cogni  ve eff orts to understand their 
impact emphasize the existen  al implica  ons (threats, transforma  on, and 
opportuni  es) to humankind.

Human Social 
Development 
Index

Popula  on
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INSERT 2-1. The unreal is the new real: extreme scenarios of future

Imagine a huge factory, with virtually no people working, instead robots performing all tasks. Sounds like heaven for 
managers: no one complaining about tough work condi  ons and low wages, no need for fancy mo  va  on plans, and 
almost no need for HR. This futuris  c scenario is almost a reality in some countries and not a distant future for others. 
Recent developments in robo  cs, AI, and machine learning have launched the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolu  on.

Today, robots can already perform a range of repe   ve physical tasks more effi  ciently than people. And, robots are 
becoming increasingly capable of carrying out complex tasks that require cogni  ve capabili  es, such as driving cars, 
reading radiological scans, and wri  ng ar  cles.

Automa  on is nothing new. Throughout history, automa  on waves have followed one another, forming the well-known 
sequence of industrial revolu  ons. Each has brought more prosperity and new levels of economic growth. This course 
of history has resulted in a widely held belief that automa  on goes hand in hand with growth in prosperity. However, 
this  me it seems diff erent. One of the main diff erences is the unprecedented speed of change. Some available 
technologies, such as driverless cars, were science fi c  on only a couple of years ago. Another diff erence is the uneven 
distribu  on of prosperity resul  ng from increased automa  on. Rather, prosperity is increasingly concentrated in the 
pockets of only a handful of people1.

The concept of “jobless recovery” has become common, indica  ng that jobs lost during downturns are not as easily 
regained as they were before. Businesses increasingly turn to robots that can replace large numbers of employees. 
According to a recent study by researchers at Oxford, about 47 percent of total US employment is at risk2. Strikingly, 
higher educated people are no longer protected from this trend. An example is radiology, which is a highly complex 
specializa  on requiring people to undergo training for more than 10 years to interpret medical images. Robots will soon 
replace radiologists for analyzing images, which was once something unthinkable. 

This is just one example, yet employment for many skilled professionals, such as lawyers, journalists, scien  sts, and 
pharmacists, is already at risk due to rapidly advancing informa  on technologies. As robots con  nue to squeeze out 
people from their jobs, the unemployed will increasingly lack income and purchasing power, which generally fuels 
economic growth. This can induce an ul  mate downward spiral of economic decline, and we have to start preparing 
for that now.

How crazy can this get?

Technological singularity is a term describing a state where ordinary humans will someday be overtaken by ar  fi cially 
intelligent machines or enhanced biological intelligence. One of the science fi c  on-like predic  ons of singularity 
experts is that humans will merge with the machines of the future. Humans will be augmented with brain implants that 
drama  cally enhance intelligence.

Another controversial idea of singularians is that of immortality. Some of the most prominent singularians believe that 
if one can stay alive long enough to make it to the next life-prolonging innova  on, then one can become immortal. This 
might be achieved by using advanced technologies to preserve and augment the body or by uploading a person’s mind 
to a robot.

While this might all sound fantas  c, one thing is inevitable—the world needs to prepare for the looming changes now. 
We need to acknowledge that humanity is on the verge of so-called “techno-feudalism.” And we must decide whether 
we will make it a disaster or an ever-las  ng prosperity for all. 

Some suggest that the idea of basic universal income could be a possible solu  on to the upcoming polariza  on and 
income inequality. Others suggest that this technological evolu  on should be ar  fi cially stopped. No solu  on off ers a 
quick cure of course, and serious thought obviously must be given towards se   ng the course for further development. 
As Stephen Hawking put it, dismissing all this as science fi c  on might well turn out to be “poten  ally our worst mistake 
in history”3.

1 Oxfam Interna  onal, 2017, “An economy for 99 percent”
2 Frey C. B., Osborne M. A., 2013, “The future of employment: how suscep  ble are jobs to computerisa  on?”, Oxford Mar  n School, 

University of Oxford
3 Hawking S., Russell S., Tegmark M, Wilczek F., 2014, “Transcendence looks at the implica  ons of ar  fi cial intelligence - but are we taking 

AI seriously enough?”, The Independent
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Channels of Economic Impact

On a conceptual level disrup  ve technologies can impact either the crea  on of 
new value or enable a signifi cantly more effi  cient crea  on of value by and for 
either businesses8 or individuals. The impact mapped across two dimensions 
(business/human side vs. value crea  on-enhancement) can be categorized in four 
major channels:

 + Crea  on of new or signifi cantly enhanced products that solve exis  ng or 
emerging business or human problems 

 + Radical shake up of the level and structure of business costs including 
opera  onal and transac  on costs

 + Enhancement of human capabili  es

 + Emergence of new organiza  onal forms, based on new business models and 
cultures 

Figure 2-1. Main Channels of Disrup  ve Technologies Economic Impact 

Disrup  ve technologies bring to life new products and services that were not 
even imagined by customers (in Henry Ford’s words, “If I had asked people what 
they wanted, they would have said faster horses”). They not only change the 
hierarchy of human or business needs but also “create” new needs. But they also 
fundamentally shi   the cost structure and in many cases drama  cally decrease 
the value of producing products and services. In economic terms, the gains are 
captured either through increased profi t margins or/and consumer surplus. 
Disrup  ve technologies help enhance people’s physical and cogni  ve capabili  es 
in many aspects of life, including health, learning, and recrea  on. They enable 

8 Note: Here the word “business” includes any organiza  on that provides services/products to 
a certain cons  tuency, including private businesses, governments, and non-governmental 
organiza  ons as service providing ins  tu  ons.
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Ar  fi cial Intelligence (AI)

humans to want more from life than was ever imagined before. Such technologies 
also bring new forms of organiza  ons into life. 

Iden  fi ca  on of disrup  ve technologies

Iden  fying technologies with the highest poten  al of disrup  ve power is 
complicated due to the large diversity of technologies and their juxtaposi  on and 
interrelated impacts. For a technology to have disrup  ve impact on economic 
life it has to exert radical impact through the four channels iden  fi ed above. 
Therefore, we used the extent to which certain technologies can “fi ll” the four 
main channels as key criteria in iden  fying the technologies with the highest 
poten  al disrup  veness. In doing so, we have analyzed more than 100 publica  ons 
and fi ndings of reputable ins  tu  ons and ini  a  ves; screened the por  olios of 
top venture funds; observed the structure of corporate and public R&D as well 
as the strategic ini  a  ves on the technology-enabled transforma  on of leading 
countries; and conducted more than 100 interviews with experts, professionals, 
and high-tech entrepreneurs. For the fi nal selec  on of disrup  ve technologies for 
review we looked at the relevancy in the context of the Armenian economy. 

Based on the men  oned four impact factors as criteria we have classifi ed seven 
primary technologies with the highest long-term global disrup  ve poten  al and 
relevancy to the Armenian context for review in this report. 

Addi  onally, we have also iden  fi ed and listed other rapidly developing 
technologies that will have signifi cant economic and social impact. A brief overview 
of those technologies is provided as well.

Robo  cs and Drones (UAVs)

Blockchain technology

Next-genera  on Genomics

Cloud technology and Big Data

Internet of Things (IoT)

3D Prin  ng/Distributed Manufacturing
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DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

  Ar  fi cial Intelligence (AI)

We use the term Ar  fi cial Intelligence to mean computers 
and machines that act intelligently. Ar  fi cial Intelligence 
is currently one of the most rapidly developing fi elds in 
computer science. A cri  cal component of AI is its ability 
to learn both from itself and from similar networks. AI is 
already being used in our everyday tasks. Many research 

and development systems for future deployment, such as driverless vehicles and 
personal robots, use AI as their core technology. Combined with other disrup  ve 
and promising technologies, AI may provide incredible computa  onal power 
in the future. In the early 21st century, prac   oners began to use AI in logis  cs, 
data mining, medical diagnosis, and other areas for prac  cal purposes. New 
computa  onal models such as ar  fi cial neural networks and the dynamic systems 
model of cogni  on create breakthroughs in natural language processing, image 
processing and other fi elds.

AI has found many applica  ons in areas such as robo  cs, fi nance, healthcare, and 
marke  ng. Some prominent examples of AI technology in robo  cs include AI-aided 
personal assistants on devices such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, Microso  ’s 
Cortana, and Google Now. These pla  orms provide a huge shi   from text to voice 
command, from search results to recommenda  ons. AI is widely used by hedge 
funds for making millions of trades a day without any human interven  on. For 
example, BlackRock’s AI engine, Aladdin, can search texts and fi nd relevant market 
informa  on in order to make appropriate investment recommenda  ons.  Drug 
development, personalized medicine, pa  ent monitoring, and other fi elds of 
medicine are other areas where AI is being applied. 

Machine learning

Machine learning is the sta  s  cal instrument of AI. Both professionals and 
amateurs are currently using the term AI to refer to machine-learning methods. 
Machine learning focuses on programming algorithms that allow learning from 
big data, comple  ng tasks, and making predic  ons with high sta  s  cal accuracy. 
Machine learning has a variety of scien  fi c approaches to overcome the problems 
it addresses. For example, Deep Learning tries to replicate the way a human brain 
processes light and sound into vision and hearing. In an ar  fi cial neural network 
(ANN), a scien  st structures computa  ons as an interconnected group of ar  fi cial 
neurons. The implementa  on of ANN learning algorithms allows fi nding pa  erns 
in data or capturing the sta  s  cal structure in an unknown joint probability 
distribu  on between observed variables.

Poten  al economic impact

Industry professionals es  mate that the AI industry will make a huge economic 
impact ranging between USD 1.49 trillion and USD 2.95 trillion9 globally in the 
near future. Advances in AI have made researchers rethink fundamental economic 

9 Chen N., Christensen L., Gallagher K., Mate R., Rafert G., 2016, “Global Economic Impacts 
Associated with Ar  fi cial Intelligence” 

AI has the biggest claims as to its 
revolu  onary, life changing impacts as 
well as associated risks.
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rela  onships, reformulate theories on economic growth, and understand the 
mechanisms of value crea  on. Some argue that AI serves as another economic 
growth factor (along with labor, capital, and technology in classical models). 
According to es  mates made by Accenture, US GDP is expected to reach USD 32 
trillion in 2035, and AI technology applica  ons will contribute a total Gross Value 
Added of USD 8.3 trillion10.

AI may augment human labor by substan  ally increasing effi  ciency at virtually 
every stage of the value chain through algorithm-based, comprehensive, and 
faster analysis as well as decision-making capabili  es. The extent of the economic 
eff ects of the AI industry’s development depends greatly on the structure and 
absorp  ve capacity of individual economies. AI will likely disrupt func  ons that 
require mundane and repe   ve tasks and where analyzing huge amounts of data 
is necessary. However, tasks requiring more nuanced, less strenuous ac  vi  es or 
crea  vity will be less suscep  ble to being replaced by AI. 

Future trends

AI represents one of the most controversial and debated technologies with the 
biggest claims as to its revolu  onary impacts as well as associated risks. A few 
technological milestones will defi ne the feasibility of such claims and risks. One 
such milestone is the Turing test. The Bri  sh computer scien  st Alan Turing 
formulated the test in 1950. The test defi nes a standard that classifi es machines 
as intelligent. The machine passes the test if a human cannot tell whether he is 
speaking with a human or machine in a text-based conversa  on. While many argue 
that this is not a major focus of current AI research, it is a s  ll valid benchmark for 
the future applica  on of AI.11

Extreme scenarios of AI development Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 The development of Ar  fi cial 
General Intelligence (AGI) and 
subs  tu  on with current AI, 
meaning that the system will 
perform any cogni  ve func  on 
be  er than human beings

 Emergence of powerful reasoning 
systems that lack human cogni  ve 
limita  ons

 Superintelligence of machines, the 
ability of machines to mul  task in 
ways not possible to humans

 Machines will be able to carry out 
most human work at least as well 
as the typical human by 207011

 Many applica  ons of AI 
technologies are s  ll in 
experimental stages

 Cultural and organiza  onal 
hurdles

 Firms are not willing to take risk 
and become early adopters

 Concerns about legal liability in 
cases where these technologies 
could make mistakes

10  Purdy M., Daugherty P., 2016, “Why Ar  fi cial Intelligence is the future of growth”, Accenture
11 Muller V. C., Bostrom N., 2014, “Future Progress in Ar  fi cial Intelligence: A Survey of Expert 

Opinion”, University of Oxford
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  Robo  cs and Drones (UAVs)

Robo  cs is an umbrella term for technologies that enable 
the design and manufacturing of diff erent applica  ons of 
robots by combining machines, tools, and computers. The 
robo  cs industry has a strong rela  onship with Ar  fi cial 
Intelligence. Robo  cs allows automa  ng processes that will 
ul  mately improve the quality of produc  on, reduce human 

errors, and enhance produc  vity.  The technology now has broad applica  ons in a 
wide range of industries such as healthcare, defense, aerospace, automo  ve, and 
infrastructure.

The drone is a part of a separate fi eld of robo  cs that is applicable in a variety of 
industries such as agriculture, energy, u  li  es, mining, construc  on, real estate, 
and media and fi lm produc  on. Although the drone industry has its origins in 
the military industry, most of the drone industry’s growth takes place on the 
commercial/civilian side. Although the commercial drone industry is s  ll young, 
it has already faced some consolida  on and has earned investments from large 
industrial mul  na  onal corpora  ons.

Poten  al Economic Impact

The aff ordability of robo  cs may s  pulate the prolifera  on of those technologies 
into new sectors. Market par  cipants expect prices to drop within the next 10 years. 
A study conducted by Oxford University showed that computerized technology 
creates a risk to replace 47 percent of American workers. Studies on robo  cs and 
drone technology indicate high growth rates in the near future12. Global spending 
on robo  cs and related products is forecasted to increase at CAGR of 17% and 
surpass USD 135.4 billion in 2019, while the spending level stood at USD 71 billion 
in 2015. The consumer market is expected to grow at CAGR of 12% from 2016 
through 2022 reaching about USD 80 billion, whereas the industrial market will 
grow at a faster rate of 17%13.

The legaliza  on of commercial drones will have an economic impact of more than 
USD 80 billion by 2025 through job crea  on and revenue genera  on, whereas 
agriculture will provide around 70-80% of that growth with major applica  ons in 
precision agriculture14.

12 Frey C. B., Osborne M. A., 2013, “The future of employment: how suscep  ble are jobs to 
computerisa  on?”, Oxford Mar  n School, University of Oxford

13 Interna  onal Data Corpora  on, 2016, “IDC Forecasts Worldwide Spending on Robo  cs” 
14 Associa  on for Unmanned Vehicle Systems Interna  onal, 2016, “Precision Agriculture in the 

Drone Age”

Prolifera  on of robots threatens to 
replace signifi cant share of current 
human jobs.
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Graph 2-2. Global opera  onal stock of robots by industry, 2014 (units)

Future Trends

Extreme scenarios of robo  cs 
development

Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 Robots with AI will replace most of 
the jobs in the industry

 Exoskeletons will emerge that 
will allow users to augment their 
physical strength; wide military 
applica  ons

 Microbots will allow emergency 
responders to explore environments 
that are too small or too dangerous 
for humans

 Robo  c networks will emerge and 
allow robots to access databases, 
share informa  on, and learn from 
one another’s experience

 Most industrial and many 
commercial robots are s  ll 
expensive and require high 
investments

 The poten  al eff ect of robots on 
employment may generate social 
and poli  cal resistance since robots 
are perceived as destroying more 
jobs than they create

 

Source: Goldman Sachs, Global Investment Research, Fortnightly Thoughts, series, 2015, 
“The real consequences of ar  fi cial intelligence”
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   Blockchain Technology

Blockchain, o  en deemed to be one of the most important 
inven  ons of the 21st century, is a distributed database of 
records of all transac  ons or digital events executed and 
shared among par  cipants. The technology was ini  ally 
invented in 2008 to support the opera  on of bitcoin 
cryptocurrency. Through distributed ledgers, blockchain 

proposes a decentralized system of transac  ons. A par  cipant can only execute 
a transac  on once the majority of par  cipants agree on the transac  on’s validity. 
Once data is entered, it can never be erased or modifi ed unless such rules are 
defi ned within the blockchain protocol. 

A cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange 
like ordinary currency. Although there are over 700 digital currencies in existence, 
bitcoin remains the most famous cryptocurrency with more than USD 37 billion 
market capitaliza  on and USD 1.9 billion daily turnover. 

Blockchain technology must comply with many regulatory requirements of 
governments and fi nancial ins  tu  ons since it is able to create a mul  billion-dollar 
global market of anonymous transac  ons without any governmental control. 

Poten  al Economic Impact

Many valuable features of Blockchain technology make it a par  cularly good choice 
for reshaping businesses. It also makes launching new business models based 
on distributed marketplaces and technology possible. By applying Blockchain 
technology to the clearing and se  lement of securi  es such as equi  es, repos, 
and loans, poten  al annual saving may reach up to USD 11-12 billion globally. It 
can also improve the effi  ciency of an  -money laundering processes genera  ng 
USD 3-5 billion in cost savings through the reduc  on of suspicious transac  ons.
By enabling a secure system for managing digital creden  als and reputa  ons, 
Blockchain technology could facilitate the adop  on of P2P lodging and generate 
USD 3-9 billion in incremental revenue through 202015. The technology will 
facilitate building trust between counterpar  es in the sharing economy.

Large-scale blockchain applica  ons are pending in governmental services. The 
Estonian government, one of the early adopters, is partnering with bitna  on to 
allow e-residents to notarize their marriages and birth cer  fi cates on the Horizon 
Blockchain, thus crea  ng a new type of jurisdic  on—“Blockchain jurisdic  on”. 
In October 2016, Dubai announced its blockchain strategy to become the fi rst 
government in the world to execute all its transac  ons using blockchain by 2020. 

Future Trends

Technology enthusiasts claim that Blockchain will disrupt several industries in the 
near future. There is a largely shared view that Blockchain will dominate fi nance 
industry. Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies will do for payments what email did for 
communica  on.  However, innovators s  ll face challenges that hinder the broad 
applica  on of Blockchain technology. 

15 Goldman Sachs, Global Investment Research, Profi les in Innova  on, series, 2016, “Blockchain - 
Pu   ng Theory into Prac  ce”

The poten  al impact of blockchain is 
some  mes compared to the impact of 
Internet.
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Extreme scenarios of Blockchain 
development

Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 Blockchain will disrupt the global 
banking industry and banking 
opera  ons will largely be replaced 
by blockchain technology

 Cryptocurrencies will subs  tute 
current opera  ng currencies for 
making payments 

 Central Banks will lose monopoly  as 
issuers of money

 New asset classes will emerge

 Lack of awareness and confi dence 
towards the technology

 Organiza  ons are developing their 
own blockchain, which fails to 
harness the network eff ect

 Lag in regulatory changes

 Privacy issues are subject to 
great concerns since blockchain 
requires transac  on or contract 
iden  fi ca  on

Next-genera  on Genomics

Next-genera  on genomics is a combina  on of technologies 
that include next genera  on sequencing, big data analy  cs, 
recombinant techniques and DNA synthesis. Next-genera  on 
sequencing involves newer and lower-cost methods for 
sequencing or decoding DNA. Gene-sequencing technology 
has improved greatly over the past decade. It took scien  sts 
13 years and USD 3 billion spent to sequence the fi rst human 
genome. Today, a sequencing machine will be available soon that will be able to 
sequence a human genome in a few hours at a cost of under USD 1,000. 

Next-genera  on sequencing facilitates personalized medicine and treatment for 
pa  ents. An ability to sequence all pa  ents as well as viruses, bacteria, and other 
organisms allows medics to implement more personalized treatment for pa  ents. 
Advanced genomics methods are also accelera  ng progress in agriculture. With 
a fully sequenced genome for a specifi c crop, farmers may be  er understand its 
characteris  cs and op  mize soil types, watering schedules, crop rota  ons and 
other growing condi  ons. Scien  sts have recently discovered new gene-edi  ng 
technologies for modifying DNA in organisms and thereby altering their physical 
traits.  CRISPR/Cas9 is by far the most cost-eff ec  ve and precise gene-edi  ng 
technology that is expected be the key to a number of medical breakthroughs. 

Poten  al Economic Impact

According to es  mates, next-genera  on genomics will have a poten  al economic 
impact of USD 700 billion to USD 1.6 trillion annually by 202516. The technology 
will allow a more eff ec  ve treatment of diseases. In some cases, the technology 
will help cure gene  cally linked diseases such as cancer or cardiovascular diseases, 
which currently kill around 26 million pa  ents per year17. When considering 
extended life expectancy, the impact of disease preven  on and treatment could 

16 McKinsey Global Ins  tute, 2013, “Disrup  ve Technologies: Advances that will transform life, 
business and the global economy” 

17 Ibid.

Next-genera  on genomics may bring 
in personalized medicine, cure of 
many diseases and blow to our current 
understanding of human. 
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be as high as USD 1.2 trillion per year. Prenatal care may also be posi  vely aff ected 
by the technology, whereby a fetus’s DNA can be sequenced to predict its health 
more accurately. This demand would generate approximately USD 30 billion per 
year in 202518.

Mul  ple applica  ons in agriculture, including crop modifi ca  on, will lead to a 
poten  al economic impact of USD 100-200 billion per year in 202519. The method 
in which biofuels are manufactured could also make an impact economically. 
Compared with the tradi  onal methods of crea  ng biofuels from plants, the 
metabolism modifi ca  on process may be cheaper and require less energy. 
Produc  on costs could be reduced by as much as 15 to 20 percent.

Future Trends

The possibility that gene  c sequencing may become a standard worldwide prac  ce 
by 2025 is quite high. 

Researchers state that next-genera  on genomics will make it possible to gene  cally 
modify nearly any organism. However, interrela  onships between genes, cellular 
mechanisms, and organism traits are quite complex, which means that many 
unsolved scien  fi c issues s  ll exist. 

Extreme scenarios of development Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 The possibility to gene  cally modify 
almost every organism

 Animal organs would be suitable for 
transplan  ng into humans

 Human organs could grow in 
animals 

 Elimina  on of cancer and other 
incurable diseases by easily 
modifying or removing unnecessary 
parts of DNA

 Gene  cally modify human embryos 
and create “designer babies” with 
preferred traits

 Many scien  fi c issues s  ll remain 
unsolved

 Regulatory and ethical issues are 
unresolved

 Privacy concerns and issues 
connected with the ownership of 
sequenced genome data 

 Public apprehension about the 
possible unintended consequences 
of altering plant and animal DNA

18 McKinsey Global Ins  tute, 2013, “Disrup  ve Technologies: Advances that will transform life, 
business and the global economy” 

19  Ibid.
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 Cloud Technology and Big Data

Cloud compu  ng is a new type of compu  ng technology 
that provides shared computer processing resources and 
data to its users on demand. Cloud compu  ng solu  ons 
provide users with various opportuni  es to store and 
process data located in privately owned or third-party data 
centers. By reducing the cost of computa  on, data analysis, 
content storage, and delivery, cloud compu  ng allows for real-  me data access 
and analysis. The technology gives rise to new data-driven products at lower 
opera  onal costs and virtually zero capital expenditures.20

Table 2-1. Categories of Cloud Technology Applica  on

Category Off er Usage / Benefi ts Segment size20

Infrastructure 
as a Service 

(IaaS)

Basic storage and compu  ng 
facili  es enabling servers, 

storage systems, networking 
equipment, and data centers 

to handle workloads

Deploying 
so  ware or 
storing data 

on cloud 
infrastructures

Accounts 
for ~60% of 
the cloud 

services market 
es  mated ~USD 

50bln 

So  ware as a 
Service (SaaS)

Complete applica  on on 
demand with lowered 

hos  ng and maintenance 
costs

No need 
for upfront 
investment 
in servers 

or so  ware 
licenses

Revenue 
es  mated ~USD 

24bln as of 
2015

Pla  orm as a 
Service (PaaS)

A development environment 
providing higher level 

so  ware to be built for 
higher pla  orms leveraging 
a predefi ned combina  on of 
OS and applica  on servers

High level of 
manageability 

and scalability of 
applica  ons

Revenue 
es  mated 

between USD 
3bln-8bln as of 

2015

The development of cloud compu  ng has brought Big Data to life. Big Data refers 
to datasets that due to their large size are far beyond the ability of typical database 
so  ware tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze. 

Poten  al Economic Impact

Advances in cloud compu  ng facilitate growth in highly impac  ul technologies 
such as mobile Internet, knowledge work automa  on, and the Internet of things. 
The total es  mated economic impact of cloud technology could be as much as USD 
1.7-6.2 trillion in 202521. Big Data Analy  cs, enabled with the increasing capacity 
of cloud compu  ng, is revolu  onizing industries and giving birth to new ones. The 
encyclopedic examples of Capital One (tailored interest rates with credit scoring), 
Rolls Royce (real-  me aircra   engine monitoring), and the partnership between 

20 TBR, Sta  sta, Global Industry Analysts
21 McKinsey Global Ins  tute, 2013, “Disrup  ve Technologies: Advances that will transform life, 

business and the global economy” 

Big Data and Cloud Compu  ng 
technology may become a tradi  onal in-
house func  on of all businesses. 
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Twi  er and IBM to monitor and analyze billions of conversa  ons to obtain real-
 me insight from customers indicate the nature of such transforma  ons. 

Future Trends

Researchers imply that in the near future Data Science will become a specialized, 
in-house func  on similar to Accoun  ng, Legal, and IT departments.22 

Extreme scenarios of development Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 Globaliza  on of cloud compu  ng

 Self-service data prepara  on tools 
that allow reducing the  me and 
complexity of preparing data for 
analysis

 Big Data, Cloud, IoT and AI come 
together

 Data-Lake-as-a-Service Solu  ons 22 
that allow small companies to pay a 
few cents per gigabyte

 Prescrip  ve Analy  cs as the future 
of Big Data allowing predic  ng 
trends and prescribing a specifi c 
course of ac  on

 Challenges with privacy, especially 
with the new privacy regula  ons by 
the European Union

 Trust is the biggest concern since 
cloud technology requires some 
level of trust that needs to be 
granted by customers

 Structural issues and cultural 
resistance in IT departments

 Complexity of migra  ng enterprise 
IT systems with mul  ple 
pla  orms, network protocols, and 
programming environments to the 
cloud

  Internet of Things (IoT)

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the networking of 
physical objects through the use of embedded sensors, 
actuators, and other devices that can collect or transmit 
informa  on about objects. The data amassed from these 
devices can then be analyzed to op  mize products, services, 

and opera  ons. The technology unites the benefi ts of hardware (devices and 
sensors), so  ware (interac  on solu  ons), pla  orm (cloud, integra  on, and 
control solu  ons), analy  cs (descrip  ve, predic  ve, and prescrip  ve), machine 
learning, and security. The most promising sectors that are rapidly adop  ng IoT 
include healthcare, buildings, smart ligh  ng, smart home, smart ci  es, connected 
cars, transporta  on, industrial manufacturing, and wearable devices. Smart home 
is a hardware- and so  ware-based automated control system solu  on. Smart 
ci  es can analyze the data for traffi  c pa  erns, parking spaces, and public safety 
requirements. 

Connected car technology has gained momentum largely due to decreasing costs 
of hardware, so  ware, and connec  vity and growing ease of use. Gartner predicts 

22 Note: Data lakes allow raw, unvarnished bytes of informa  on to reside in one place where they 
can be integrated and analyzed for pa  erns.

IoT is expected to create a global 
ecosystem of objects, instruments, tools, 
mobiles, etc. 
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a huge increase in connected automobiles over the next 5 years. By 2020, there will 
be 250mln connected vehicles on the road, enabling new in-vehicle services and 
automated driving capabili  es23. A self-driving taxi service was already launched 
in Singapore in August 2016. 

Poten  al Economic Impact

Various players provide diff erent es  mates for the number of connected devices that 
mainly fall in the range of 25-50 billion by 2020. Cisco predicts the global Internet of 
Things market to comprise USD 14.4 trillion by 2022, with the majority invested 
in improving customer experiences24. McKinsey es  mates the poten  al economic 
impact of IoT in 2025 including a consumer surplus of USD 3.9-11.1 trillion25.

Future Trends

The IoT off ers great promise, but some important components are s  ll absent to 
guarantee that rising interest will turn into widespread investment and adop  on. 
For companies adop  ng the technology, the rewards are not clear. 

Extreme scenarios of development Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 IoT becomes a global ecosystem 
of connected things like iOS and 
Android for apps

 Ubiquitous connec  vity of all types 
of “things,” all cars will be connected

 Remote monitoring of pa  ents 
becomes a standard good prac  ce

 High ini  al investment costs

 Various technical, fi nancial, and 
regulatory issues are s  ll unsolved

 Privacy and security concerns 

23 Gartner, 2015, "Connected Cars Will Form a Major Element of the Internet of Things", h  p://
www.gartner.com

24 Columbus L., 2015, “Roundup of Internet of Things Forecasts and Market Es  mates”, h  ps://
www.forbes.com

25 McKinsey Global Ins  tute, 2013, “Disrup  ve Technologies: Advances that will transform life, 
business and the global economy”
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3D Prin  ng / Distributed Manufacturing

Addi  ve manufacturing, also known as 3D prin  ng, is a set 
of technologies that can create objects by piling up layers of 
material. A key source of disrup  on of addi  ve manufacturing 
is enabling geographically dispersed networks of produc  on 
centers to coordinate eff orts through a process called 
distributed manufacturing. Addi  ve manufacturing designs 

are not constrained by manufacturing limita  ons, and design complexity no longer 
adds costs. This is cri  cal par  cularly to the aerospace and automo  ve industries. 
Applica  ons are also emerging in the medical and dental fi elds—surgeons 
can prac  ce diffi  cult invasive procedures replica  ng a pa  ent’s body based on 
Magne  c resonance imaging (MRI) and Computerized Tomography (CT) scans. 

Poten  al Economic Impact

3D prin  ng is expected to be used by nearly 50 percent of manufacturers in the 
consumer, heavy, and life sciences industries by 2018.26  General Electric has 
made jet engine parts, such as fuel nozzles and turbine systems, out of 3D-printed 
components. NASA has created a combus  on chamber for its rockets out of 
addi  ve materials. In the healthcare space, the technology is used to create 
bones, implants, organs, and even hearts. Most of the growth in prin  ng has 
been in Europe and North America so far, but China aspires to become a leading 
player in the market. The cost-saving and  mesaving advantages of 3D prin  ng 
compared to tradi  onal methods propel two business models: rapid prototyping 
and distributed manufacturing.

Future Trends

The further explora  on of technology usage op  ons and con  nuing drop in prices 
will result in a rise in applica  ons and addi  onal ecosystem players. Companies are 
star  ng to consider possible ways to incorporate 3D prin  ng into their business.

Extreme scenarios of development Challenges that may inhibit 
development

 Large-scale produc  on stage in 
medicine, avia  on, and other 
industries

 Prin  ng fully func  onal and ac  ve 
systems such as sensors, ba  eries, 
electronics, and others

 Usage of 3D prin  ng in the military 
sector to print weapons

 Speed, resolu  on, autonomous 
opera  on, ease of use, reliability, 
and other characteris  cs needed 
for improvements

 Material costs s  ll remain high

 3D scanners, design so  ware, and 
suppor  ng so  ware applica  ons 
and tools are not readily improved 

26 Meulen R., Rivera J., 2014, “3D Printers Can Reduce the Cost of Finished Products by More Than 
4 Percent”, h  p://www.gartner.com

3D prin  ng facilitates fully customized 
produc  on, distributed manufacturing 
and rapid prototyping. 
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INSERT 2-2. Other Selected Rapidly Advancing Technologies

Nanotechnology has huge poten  al to lead the development of smart nano and micro devices and record radical 
breakthroughs in fi elds such as healthcare, energy, environment, and manufacturing. The term nanotechnology is used 
very broadly and covers the design, characteriza  on, produc  on, and applica  on of structures, devices, and systems by 
controlling shape and size at a nanometer scale. It is one of the fastest-growing business sectors with a global market 
of around USD 380 billion, projected to reach over USD 650 billion by 2020. The annual growth rate for nanotechnology 
over the coming years is expected at 8 percent annually1. However, obstacles such as high prices, technological 
immaturity in produc  on, and environmental, health, and safety-related issues prevent intensive growth and higher 
market penetra  on for nanotechnologies.

Flexible electronics, also known as fl ex circuits, refer to electronic devices that can be bent without losing their 
func  onality. Flexible electronics have an extraordinarily broad range of product applica  ons where bendable and 
stretchable characteris  cs off er value. Photovoltaic panels, displays, sensors, medical devices, defense applica  ons, 
and ligh  ng accessories are among the widest applica  ons. The revenue of fl exible electronics can reach 30 billion USD 
in 2017 and over 300 billion USD in 2028 according to market es  mates 2.

Quantum compu  ng is an alterna  ve to digital compu  ng. The applicability and impact of the technology s  ll remains 
unclear making a period of commercializa  on quite unclear. A quantum computer is a type of computer that directly 
leverages the laws of quantum mechanics to perform calcula  ons. The primary goal of a quantum computer is to 
enhance computer performance. Machine learning is among the most important applica  ons for quantum compu  ng. 

Space explora  on is a broad term used for technologies referring to the use of astronomy and space technology 
to explore outer space. Among the most promising applica  ons of space technologies is Private Space Flight that 
emerged in recent years. Prominent entrepreneurs Elon Musk, Jeff  Bezos, Larry Page, and Paul Allen have invested 
in companies involved in private space fl ight. Space Explora  on Technologies Corpora  on, be  er known as SpaceX, 
recently announced that it will launch its Dragon spacecra  , which will carry two individual passengers on a free return 
trajectory around the moon in 2018.  This will possibly be the fi rst instance of lunar tourism.

Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) are other trending fi elds of advanced technologies. VR is used in 
gaming and other forms of video and entertainment. Other uses include military simula  ons, improved educa  onal 
experiences, skills development for healthcare professionals, and enhanced shopping and adver  sing opportuni  es. 
AR and VR have the joint poten  al to become the next big compu  ng pla  orm. Thus, as was once the case with PCs 
and smartphones, future applica  ons of AR and VR technologies may disrupt exis  ng markets by crea  ng new ones. 
The AR/VR industry is expected to reach USD 80 billion in revenue in 2025, including USD 45 billion in hardware and 
USD 35 billion in so  ware3.

Advanced materials introduce new func  onali  es and provide improved proper  es to exis  ng products and processes. 
Memory metals, for instance, revert to a prior shape a  er being heated to a specifi c temperature. Advanced composites 
include new ways of producing and binding carbon fi bers. They help build strong, lighter components for vehicles, 
including aircra  . Self-healing materials, another fi eld of advanced materials, are inspired by biological systems that 
can self-organize and self-repair. Advanced materials have wide applica  ons in healthcare, electronics, composites, 
solar cells, water desalina  on and fi ltra  on, chemicals, and catalysts. While many of these advanced materials may 
have interes  ng and poten  ally high-impact applica  ons, whether most will be capable of driving signifi cant impact by 
2025 remains to be seen.

Biotechnology exploits biomolecular processes to create products aimed to improve our lives and the health of our 
planet. It allows to combat debilita  ng and rare diseases, reduce environmental footprint, feed the hunger, use cleaner 
energy, and have safer, cleaner and more effi  cient industrial manufacturing processes. Biotechnology also fi nds its 
major applica  ons in medical for pharmaceu  cal drug discovery and produc  on. Technology enables to manufacture 
exis  ng medicines rela  vely easily and cheaply. Pharmacogenomics is another trending sector where biotechnology is 
eff ec  vely used. It strives to develop ra  onal means to op  mize drug therapy leading to the advent of “personalized 
medicine”; in which drugs and drug combina  ons are op  mized for each individual’s unique gene  c makeup. Biotech 
drug sales were an es  mated USD 289 billion in 2014 and are projected to grow to USD 445 billion by 20194.

1 Sabourin V., 2014, “Nanotechnologies: Market Dynamic and Opportuni  es.” Interna  onal Journal of Innova  ve Research in Technology 
& Science 

2 Hu J., 2010, “Overview of fl exible Electronics from ITRI’s View point”, 28th IEEE VLSI Test Symposium
3 Goldman Sachs, Profi les in Innova  on, 2016, "Virtual and Augmented Reality"
4 Deloi  e, Global life sciences outlook, 2016, “Moving forward with cau  ous op  mism”
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The poten  al impact of new technologies on the Armenian 
economy can be signifi cant depending on the proac  ve 
ac  ons of major economic players including businesses 
and the government. Major opportuni  es lie in the 
interna  onaliza  on of Armenian businesses and turning 
Armenia into a space for crea  ng solu  ons for global 
markets. However, there are also sizeable opportuni  es for 

local businesses as well. New technologies, whether machine learning, big data 
analy  cs, or the Internet of Things, have the poten  al to unlock the produc  vi  es 
of local businesses across mul  ple sectors as well as bring new value for consumers.

Table 2-2.  Es  mated Poten  al Impact of Selected Applica  ons in Armenia's 
Industries

Technology

Illustra  ve groups, 
products, and 

resources that could 
be impacted

Poten  al sector 
of impact / 

users
Es  mated economic impact

Blockchain

AML processes
clearing and 

se  lement payment 
system

Finance
Up to USD 45 million annual 
cost savings from opera  ng 
cost reduc  on

Legal registra  ons
notariza  on

Government 

Public

Up to USD 5 million annual 
cost savings due to elimina  ng 
administra  ve expenses

Ar  fi cial 
Intelligence/

Big Data

Stock management
and op  miza  on Economy Wide

Up to USD 10 million annual 
cost savings from reduc  on in 
stock level

Demand forecas  ng 
customer 

segmenta  on
Retail

Up to USD 20 million 
addi  onal value in revenue 
increase or cost savings 

Loan Underwri  ng Finance

Up to USD 30 million savings 
on bad debt losses from 
reduc  on of non-performing 
loans

Internet of 
Things

U  lity infrastructure 
management U  li  es

Up to USD 60 million annual 
savings from the reduc  on of 
leaks

Predic  ve 
maintenance

Energy and 
manufacturing

Up to USD 15 million 
cost saving in equipment 
maintenance

Robo  cs
Work automa  on Manufacturing

Up to USD 35 million annual 
cost reduc  on from work 
automa  on and labor cost 
reduc  on

POTENTIAL SELECTIVE IMPACT 
ON ARMENIA'S ECONOMY

Es  mated cost savings achievable due to 
a few selected applica  ons of disrup  ve 
technologies can reach USD 220mln 
annually.
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We have sized possible value crea  ng impact of disrup  ve 
technologies on selected segments of the Armenian 
economy. Although this exercise does not aim to show the 
en  re spectrum of possible impact areas, it can provide a 
sense of scale of the poten  al eff ects and thus the urgency 
of the economy to take the necessary steps towards 
implementa  on. Es  mates show the poten  al of the value increase. However, 
the actual capture of that value will depend on the absorp  ve capacity of the 
economy (discussed in the next chapter).

Sizing Blockchain impact

Due to rela  ve maturity of the fi nancial system in Armenia, the poten  al of blockchain 
is not a theore  cal opportunity if the industry is to be on par with global trends. 
Short-term applica  ons may be an  -money laundering (AML) compliance and 
payment systems. In AML, accounts and iden  fi ca  on of data may be standardized, 
thus reducing the number of suspicious transac  ons. In addi  on, although the 
transac  on costs of fi nancial assets related with clearing and se  lement is quite 
low, the technology may also provide cost savings to the clearing and se  lement 
of securi  es such as repos and bonds. Blockchain technology may also reshape 
the Armenian payment system by increasing the effi  ciency of the system. The 
technology will be able to provide a secure base for smart contracts, which may 
transform the nature of fi nancial rela  onships. Based on interna  onal benchmarks, 
we es  mate that the adop  on of Blockchain technologies in the fi nancial sector will 
have the poten  al to reduce opera  ng costs of fi nancial ins  tu  ons by about 20%, 
thus providing annual cost savings of up to USD 45 million.

Blockchain technologies can be extensively used by governmental authori  es. 
The technology has the poten  al to increase the effi  ciency of virtually any type of 
legal registra  ons such as marriage registra  on, birth registra  on, and property 
right registra  on. The effi  ciency gains will be achieved due to the elimina  on 
of some valida  on requirements and reduced risks of fraud. We es  mate the 
benefi ts to be up to USD 5 million annually only for property rights registra  ons. 
Blockchain technology also enables the applica  on of smart contracts prac  cally 
in all industries. 

Sizing Ar  fi cial Intelligence impact

One achievable and widely applicable use case of AI is in stock management.  
Poor logis  c condi  ons of Armenian companies make stock management even 
more acute. Assuming a 7 percent reduc  on in stock level across the economy, 
companies would free up to USD 100 million that is currently invested in their 
working capital, thus resul  ng in approximately USD 10 million in fi nancial cost 
savings.

AI allows for robust demand forecas  ng tools that are the prime revenue drivers 
for advanced retailers in the world. Big Data and machine learning help op  mize 
cross selling and customer segmenta  on. Such tools have allowed advanced 
retailers to reach up to 20 percent higher growth rates compared with tradi  onal 
retailers. Armenia’s retail sector is close to reaching the satura  on point, where 
further growth is possible only by raising effi  ciency. Thus, using AI to predict the 
demand vectors and op  mize their opera  ons will be the vital next step to sustain 
and facilitate growth.

The poten  al impact of disrup  ve 
technologies is high, but depends on the 
absorp  ve capacity of local industries. 
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Machine learning methods have started to fi nd wide applica  on in credit scoring 
models to lower credit risk. Nowadays, a vast majority of fi nancial ins  tu  ons 
use models that are mainly based on classical sta  s  cal theories. However, these 
models are less resilient when it comes to large amounts of data. According to a 
large number of empirical studies, machine learning techniques along with other 
data mining algorithms seem to perform be  er credit risk management. A bank 
that uses machine learning in its early warning or credit scoring systems can reach 
Gini scores of up to 90 percent 27. We es  mate that the applica  on of machine 
learning-based credit scoring models will have the poten  al to save up to USD 30 
million on bad debt losses by Armenian banks, assuming the reduc  on of non-
performing loans by 10 percent.

Sizing Internet of Things impact

While the maximum benefi t from u  lizing IoT solu  ons will be captured by 
countries having the most sophis  cated manufacturing and produc  on systems, 
some Armenian companies can poten  ally improve opera  ons and get far more out 
of their physical assets. One obvious applica  on is real-  me machine monitoring 
and predic  ng maintenance needs. Predic  ve maintenance helps determine the 
condi  on of in-service equipment in order to predict when maintenance should 
be performed. The approach promises material cost savings. We es  mated that 
poten  ally IoT technologies could have the biggest economic impact on Armenia’s 
energy sector, where companies may benefi t from improved opera  ons and cost 
savings as high as 2.5-5 percent in equipment maintenance.

The prolifera  on of IoT technologies has the poten  al to address major needs of 
Armenian u  lity distributors by improving resource produc  vity and infrastructure 
management. Smart grids for electricity, water, and gas transporta  on networks 
are typical examples used for distribu  on effi  ciency improvement. An essen  al 
component of smart grids are sensors that give u  lity operators a way track 
usage and network performance in real  me. This means that by adop  ng IoT 
technologies, u  lity operators can enhance effi  ciency by reducing leaks by up to 
50 percent, resul  ng in savings of up to USD 60 million annually on average28.

Sizing Industrial Robo  cs impact

According to benchmarks in developing countries, as much as 10 percent of 
industrial labor tasks could be automated cost eff ec  vely by 2025. Es  mates based 
on such benchmarks result in the poten  al of up to USD 35 million in annual cost 
reduc  on for manufacturing fi rms in Armenia that can apply industrial robo  cs.  

Other local industry applica  ons

There are a number of technologies that are not inherently disrup  ve and have 
been around for a while, but they will s  ll have a signifi cant impact on produc  vity 
increases across mul  ple industries. For example, agriculture can benefi t both 
from precision agriculture technologies as well as incremental technologies such as 
drip irriga  on. Precision agriculture is the applica  on of precise amounts of inputs 
like water, fer  lizers, and pes  cides at the proper  me to the crop for increasing 
produc  vity and maximizing yields. Drip irriga  on saves water and fer  lizers by 

27 Härle P, Havas A., Kremer A., Rona D. and Samandari H., 2015, “The future of bank risk 
management” McKinsey Working Papers on Risk

28 “McKinsey Global Ins  tute, 2013, “Disrup  ve Technologies: Advances that will transform life, 
business and the global economy”
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allowing water to drip slowly to the roots of plants. Although the ini  al installa  on 
costs may be substan  al compared with monthly overhead expenses of irriga  on, 
future cost-saving benefi ts will be apparent when the irriga  on system is used for 
wide-scale farming and greenhouses.

The largest impact is achievable in renewable energy area. Renewable energy’s 
poten  al to replace a large share of fossil fuel usage across many industries is 
one of the greatest promises for the next decade. Solar energy is now one of the 
most promising types of renewable energy. Armenia has an adequate capacity 
and opportuni  es in the applica  on of solar energy technologies given the 
advantages of its climate and geography. According to The Solar Energy Map of 
Armenia prepared by Black & Veatch, a global engineering company, nine solar 
zones are iden  fi ed in Armenia that are favorable for large-scale solar energy 
produc  on.  Based on the es  mates, Armenia has the capacity to produce 6,000-
7,000 GW of solar energy annually. Solar PV is among the most commonly used 
solar technologies for conver  ng sunlight into usable energy. Another favorable 
factor for solar energy produc  on is low cost of land required for the installa  on of 
solar panels. Armenia has huge poten  al in solar energy, which may have indirect 
spillover eff ects on adjacent industries in addi  on to direct savings and effi  ciency 
gains.
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Given that the global hunt for talent, par  cularly in the 
men  oned technologies, is intensifying, it will be rela  vely 
easy to a  ract compe   ve companies to Armenia if 
the country rapidly gains the relevant knowledge and 
competencies. Alterna  vely, the focus may be in nurturing 
home-grown companies that develop and market solu  ons 

for global markets based on cu   ng-edge technologies. By capitalizing on the 
well-advanced IT sector, adjacent industries such as bioinforma  cs or specialized 
niche producers of electronics u  lizing distributed manufacturing techniques may 
emerge.  

We predicted one scenario of development assuming a moderate level of shi   to 
disrup  ve technologies by Armenian IT companies. We dis  nguished three types 
of companies based on their business and pricing models: (1) service companies 
that either provide outsourcing services or custom so  ware, (2) branches of 
mul  na  onal companies (MNCs) primarily engaged in R&D, and (3) product 
companies developing and marke  ng their own products. The business model of 
service companies is based on either charging hourly rates per developer or lump 
sum project-cost based pricing. The cost base of local branches of MNCs consists 
of costs (primarily salary) plus some level of allowable profi t margin, while the 
product companies' (startups if in early stage) business model relies on set prices 
of products and their poten  al to scale across markets. Due to diff erences in 
business models the eff ects of shi  s to disrup  ve technologies will diff er. The 
table below shows es  mates of value diff eren  al that can accrue due to a shi   of 
10 percent of the workforce in fi ve years.

Table 2-3.  One Scenario of Value Crea  on Due to Shi   to Disrup  ve 
Technologies in 5 Years

Type of 
Company Business Model

Diff eren  al Value Due 
to Shi  s to Disrup  ve 

Tech

Es  mated Value, 
USD

Service 
Companies

Hourly rate per 
programmer 
(Outsourcing)
Project cost

(Custom So  ware)

Addi  onal value per
annum in the fi  h year USD 20 million

Branches of 
MNCs

Cost + Allowable Profi t 
Margin

Addi  onal value per
annum in the fi  h year USD 30 million

Early Stage
Product 

Companies

Product Value x 
Expansion Poten  al

Company value 
survived through 3-4 
rounds of funding*

USD 300-600  
million

*Note: This is a direct value ascribed to created companies. Therefore, this number is not directly comparable to 
diff eren  al value es  mated for the other two types of companies.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN 
GLOBAL MARKETS

A  rac  ve opportuni  es may be opened 
for Armenian companies to cra   and 
deliver solu  ons for global markets.
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A poten  ally large upside can be captured through product companies, although 
the full spillover eff ects of MNCs and service companies may be comparable 
if not larger. Knowledge transfer by MNCs can be invaluable due to direct and 
immediate access to the most cu   ng-edge technologies and tools, educa  ng 
local engineering and project management talent. An important byproduct of 
service companies shi   to more high value add and deep tech areas will be the 
enlarging talent pool.

Disrup  ve technologies demonstrate great promise to revolu  onize the world 
economy. The poten  al impact of diff erent applica  ons is enormous. Whether 
Armenia can take advantage of the an  cipated changes and push its economy 
forward largely depends on the readiness and dynamism of the local technology 
ecosystem, proac  ve s  mula  on of transforma  ve processes and ini  a  ves, and 
decisions and ac  ons of key stakeholders. These factors defi ne the absorp  ve 
capacity of the economy to harness the power of technologies, which is the topic 
of the next chapter. 

CONCLUSION

Methodological Note:

We assumed the major value diff eren  al for service companies would stem from salary 
diff eren  al of “standard” engineering jobs (web and app development) and “new” 
specializa  ons based on deep tech. Such a diff eren  al is based on global benchmarking 
assuming the Armenian job market will calibrate towards the global scale soon. Higher 
profi t margins applied to larger profi t volume are also assumed. Salary diff eren  al was 
considered for branches of MNCs, but further increases in allowable profi t margins were 
not. The knowledge transfer eff ect of MNCs, which can be very large, is not quan  fi ed. 
Product company values are captured through the seed and startup stage, with average 
valua  on ascribed based on European mean values of respec  ve stage startups assuming 
a 30 percent loca  on discount and the crea  on of about 15 deep tech startups per annum 
on average with 10 percent survival rate.
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ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

Figure 3-1. Framework for Assessing Armenia’s Technology Ecosystem

Commercial
Output

Human
Resources

Ins  tu  ons Policies Capabili  es Values

Funding

Research
Output

Infrastructure

  Armenia’s innova  on and technology 
performance is assessed using 
"enablers  resources  performance" 
framework. 

The technology and innova  on ecosystem of a country 
refl ects complex processes, decisions, ac  ons, and a   tudes 
of numerous actors. Any analy  cal approach to measure 
its performance and eff ec  veness has its own purpose and 
angle. We have devised a framework to holis  cally assess 
and capture the level of Armenia’s preparedness to adopt 
a radically diff erent development paradigm in the new technological reality. 
Our framework also closely relates to the underlying logic of major innova  on 
assessment frameworks for ease of benchmarking and consistency.  

The assessment framework follows the innova  on enablers  deployable resources 
 performance output structure. Invested resources drive performance, while choices 
enabled through ins  tu  ons, policies, capabili  es, and, eventually, values shape those 
resources. Resources are comprised of funding, research, and commercializa  on 
infrastructure as well as the quan  ty and quality of human resources engaged in 
innova  on processes.  Innova  on performance can be measured through two major 
sets of outcomes: commercial output and research output. 

The compe   veness of a technology commercializa  on ecosystem depends 
on its performance vis-à-vis its major compe  tors.  We have selected countries 
from the CIS (excluding central Asian countries), Georgia and Eastern Europe for 
benchmarking purposes. We have also included Israel as a global benchmark for 
Armenia since Israel shares similari  es in some important historical economic 
reali  es and is considered to be one of the global leaders in technology 
commercializa  on.  We have used a 15-year  me horizon to capture and compare 
the long-term trends in the benchmarking exercise. 
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PERFORMANCE

Source: WDI
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Graph 3-1.  High-Tech Exports (in percentage to total manufactured exports) in 
2015 vs. CAGR 2000-2015
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Armenia has yet to catch up with 
benchmark countries in commercial 
output of scien  fi c and high tech 
ac  vi  es. 

Commercial Outputs
The results of innova  on ac  vi  es are materialized either 
in commercial or scien  fi c/research outputs. The strength 
of any ecosystem depends on the intensity of both types 
of outputs that are closely related. In the context of our 
framework, commercial output includes products and 
services based on applica  on of high technologies as well as 
fees and royal  es received due to technology transfer. More 

commercially oriented systems are biased towards producing more commercial 
revenue streams than pure scien  fi c results, and this is par  cularly true for smaller 
countries. Such systems favor applied research rather than fundamental research. 

One of the key measures of the level of commercial output produced by a country 
is the share of high-tech exports in total merchandise export. 

Armenia shows lower than average results both in terms of high-tech exports and 
its growth rates during the last 15 years compared with its peers. Overcoming 
the low base requires much faster growth. The increase of this indicator will be 
closely correlated to the success of the technology-enabled transforma  on of its 
economy, and as such it will be one of the key performance indicators.29

As for the export of high-tech services, no direct interna  onal data exists. According 
to EIF es  mates, Armenia’s export of IT services reached about USD 215 million, 
accoun  ng for 50 percent of so  ware and services total output. This remarkable 
level denotes the increasing role of IT in Armenia’s exports and economy at large. 

An important aspect of Armenia’s innova  ve ac  vi  es can be captured by 
measuring exports of crea  ve and cultural services. While this measurement does 
not directly refl ect the technology intensity of services, it does refl ect its intensity 

29 A signifi cant share of Armenia’s high-tech exports is in services, and it needs to be factored in as 
an indicator for a more accurate es  ma  on. Unfortunately, reliable sta  s  cs are not available.
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Graph 3-3.  Share of Charges for Use of Intellectual Property in Merchandise 
Exports 2015  vs. CAGR 2000-2015

Source: WDI
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of crea  vity. In peer comparison, Armenia shows moderate results on cultural and 
crea  ve exports with 0.27 percent in total trade. Latvia and Estonia are among 
the top 3 with 1.36 percent and 1.06 percent of shares, respec  vely. On the other 
side, Azerbaijan and Georgia are among the outsiders with 0.04 percent and 0.08 
percent of share, respec  vely.

Armenia does not provide sta  s  cs for intellectual property charges. While 
this is an ins  tu  onal defi ciency in sta  s  cs, according to expert es  mates the 
volumes are negligibly slow, indica  ng a very low level of exploi  ng this channel 
of commercializa  on of scien  fi c and novel ideas. 
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Graph 3-4.  Scien  fi c and Technical Ar  cles PerMmillion Inhabitants, 2013 vs. 
CAGR 2000-2013
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Armenia s  ll produces globally 
compe   ve research output in selected 
areas, although the performance is very 
diverse across disciplines.

Research Output
The strength and diversity of research output indicates the 
vibrancy of the scien  fi c and research community in the 
country. It is typically assessed by the metrics refl ec  ng 
academic and scien  fi c achievements and development, 
such as the number of registered patents, published ar  cles, 
and cita  on dynamics.

With the number of scien  fi c papers produced by country residents normalized 
by the size of popula  on Armenia outperforms most of the CIS countries, but lags 
behind the most of the Eastern European peers. This shows the s  ll strong research 
and innova  on poten  al of its scien  sts and researchers. 

Armenia outperforms most CIS countries in the number of scien  fi c papers 
published but lags behind most of its Eastern European peers. This trend shows 
the strong research and innova  on poten  al of its scien  sts and researchers. 
However, the growth rate of this indicator has been one of the slowest, showing 
that much is based on capitalizing on Armenia’s past heritage. Meanwhile, the 
crea  on of new capabili  es has been slow. A closer look at the distribu  on of 
papers published in highly rated academic publica  ons shows that it is very much 
clustered around physics (see Appendix 3-1). Armenia has been able to preserve 
a few segments of the science from Soviet  mes to con  nue producing world-
class research output. However, this output requires a further boost to keep the 
pace with key compe  tors as well as dedicated eff orts to scale this output through 
addi  onal areas of science. 
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Table 3-1. Cita  ons Per Document in 2005-2015

Country published in 2005 published in 2010 published in 2015

Israel 26.08 14.89 0.66

Estonia 23.82 13.47 0.88

Georgia 9.38 11.51 1.08

Hungary 18.32 10.88 0.61

Slovenia 14.87 9.68 0.55

Moldova 11.48 9.66 0.81

Czech Republic 13.89 9.24 0.42

Armenia 13.60 8.9 0.96

Croa  a 10.52 7.97 0.45

Latvia 15.21 7.61 0.45

Poland 12.13 7.53 0.44

Slovakia 11.91 7.51 0.38

Bulgaria 10.89 7.4 0.54

Serbia 3.08 7.32 0.41

Lithuania 11.35 6.55 0.52

Belarus 11.35 6.34 0.58

Macedonia 11.34 5.99 0.42

Montenegro 2.04 5.95 0.31

Albania 16.25 5.87 0.23

Russia 8.41 5.48 0.29

Romania 10.80 4.68 0.32

Azerbaijan 4.52 4.43 0.71

Ukraine 6.81 4.38 0.33

Source: SCImago Journal & Country Rank

Armenian researchers are less ac  ve in paten  ng. Among the reasons could be 
a low patentability of the majority of research, indica  ng its more fundamental 
nature rather than applied or technological nature. Another reason might be the 
lack of prac  ce, incen  ves, and culture of paten  ng. 

Another strong indica  on of Armenia’s rela  ve strength in producing world-class 
scien  fi c output is measured by the number of cita  ons per published scien  fi c 
paper. The table below shows the number of average cita  ons per document 
published during the source year, whereby the number of cita  ons is cumula  ve 
(e.g., 787 documents published in 2010 are cited 7003  mes in total during the 
publishing year and consequent years). With this indicator Armenia outperforms 
many of the stronger peers. 
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Graph 3-5.    Patents in Force Per Million Inhabitants, 2015 vs. CAGR 2004-2015
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RESOURCES
Innova  on performance largely depends on resources invested in science, 
innova  on, and technology development. Since the impact is exercised with a 
signifi cant  me lag (typically peaking in 5-6 years and stretching to decades), the 
snapshot data may o  en mislead and disguise the link. Hence, there is a need 
to assess the data in dynamics. This is par  cularly important for Armenia, given 
the major shake-up of the scien  fi c landscape in the years since independence.  
Another factor that has a strong impact on that link is the effi  ciency of the overall 
innova  on system—its ability to convert “inputs” into “outputs.”  The data shows 
rela  vely high opera  ng effi  ciency of the Armenian system—with fewer resources 
we manage to produce be  er results. However, the strategic effi  ciency (the ability 
to get posi  oned in the high-growth technology areas) will be undermined due to 
insuffi  cient resources. 

 In our framework we account for three major groups of resources:

   Human Resources

      Funding

   Infrastructure
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Source: UNESCO

Table 3-2.   Percentage of Graduates from Engineering, Manufacturing, and 
Construc  on Programs and Natural Sciences in Total Graduates 

Countries Year

Graduates from 
Engineering, 

Manufacturing and 
Construc  on, %

Countries Year
Graduates 

from Natural 
sciences, %

Belarus 2015 26.4% Armenia 2015 8.2%

Romania 2014 22.2% Georgia 2012 8.2%

Ukraine 2015 21.6% Slovenia 2014 6.0%

Russia 2013 21.4% Estonia 2014 6.0%

Moldova 2015 18.3% Czech 2014 5.0%

Lithuania 2014 17.9% Croa  a 2014 4.9%

Slovenia 2014 16.6% Romania 2014 4.8%

Serbia 2015 16.5% Slovakia 2014 4.7%

Bulgaria 2014 16.1% Serbia 2015 4.5%

Croa  a 2014 15.5% Azerbaijan 2015 4.2%

Estonia 2014 15.3% Lithuania 2014 3.8%

Latvia 2014 14.6% Poland 2014 3.8%

Hungary 2014 14.2% Hungary 2014 3.5%

Poland 2014 13.7% Belarus 2015 2.8%

Slovakia 2014 13.2% Latvia 2014 2.8%

Czech 2015 13.2% Macedonia 2014 2.7%

Macedonia 2014 13.0% Ukraine 2015 2.5%

Armenia 2010 8.8% Moldova 2015 2.4%

Georgia 2012 7.8% Bulgaria 2014 2.2%

Azerbaijan 2012 6.8% Russia 2013 1.9%

The engagement of human resources 
in rela  ve terms is not adequate to the 
requirements of knowledge oriented 
economy. 

  Human Resources

It is cri  cal to diff eren  ate between quan  ty and quality of 
human resources that are “direct inputs” into the innova  on 
ecosystems versus more generic measures capturing the 
overall level of educa  on, skills, and engagement, such as 
school enrollment and literacy rates. Science and research 
have never been a mass ac  vity, and metrics capturing 
generic (mass) aspects are very weak indicators of available human resources and 
o  en mislead the analysis.  For human resource input assessment, we benchmark 
the share of graduates in natural sciences and engineering disciplines and the 
number of researchers per million of popula  on. 
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Table 3-3.  Researchers in R&D per mln People

Country 2014 CAGR 2007-2014

Slovenia 4,150 4.3%

Czech Republic 3,418 3.4%

Estonia 3,284 2.6%

Russia 3,102 -0.8%

Lithuania 2,961 1.9%

Slovakia 2,719 2.5%

Hungary 2,651 6.3%

Poland 2,036 3.6%

Latvia 1,884 -0.2%

Bulgaria 1,833 3.1%

Armenia 1,499 1.2%

Serbia 1,465 6.2%

Croa  a 1,437 0.3%

Ukraine 1,026 -4.9%

Romania 922 0.4%

Macedonia 838 7.5%

Moldova 652 0.5%

Source: WDI, NSS

Armenia underinvests fi nancial resources 
in research and development.

The compara  vely low share of graduates in engineering disciplines in Armenia 
sends a warning signal. Industry’s diminishing role and signifi cance (most of the 
Soviet manufacturing industry in Armenia collapsed) decreases the a  rac  veness 
and relevance of many engineering disciplines. This is refl ected by society’s choice 
of professions leading to the lower engagement of the best human capital. Such 
a vicious cycle penalizes Armenia’s poten  al to create future industries and leap 
forward from the current low equilibrium. But the large share of graduates in 
natural sciences counterbalances this pa  ern. With this indicator Armenia tops the 
list of benchmarked countries that can be a good base for developing capabili  es 
requiring more fundamental science.

On the posi  ve side, Armenia managed to maintain a posi  ve growth rate of 
researchers per million people, and with the absolute number it fares in the 
medium bracket of the compared countries.

  Funding 
The degree of priori  za  on of science and technology is 
vividly refl ected in the level of funding of R&D rela  ve to 
the size of the economy. The most technologically advanced 
countries typically have higher levels of spending on R&D 
compared to GDP. One of the most well-known cases is 

Israel, which tradi  onally maintains one of the highest levels of spending in the 
world. 
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Graph 3-6.  Gross Expenditures on Research & Development (GERD) to GDP, in 
%, 2014 vs. CAGR 2000-2014
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Expenditures on R&D in Armenia are in the lowest quan  le in the peer group, 
in line with its neighbors. The growth rate has been solid and comparable to 
the peer group, although from a low base. Unfortunately, more disaggregated 
sta  s  cs dis  nguishing between R&D spending by public and private sectors is not 
available. However, the major por  on of R&D in Armenia is either from government 
direct spending or funds provided by diff erent interna  onal organiza  ons, while 
the majority of the corporate sector (with few excep  ons such as a segment 
of the IT industry) carries out very li  le R&D ac  vi  es. Most corporate R&D is 
channeled towards adap  ng imported machinery and equipment and to a lesser 
degree product development rather than commercializa  on of novel scien  fi c 
or engineering ideas. This is backed up by the Global Compe   veness Report 
execu  ve opinion survey results on company spending on R&D and university-
industry collabora  on in R&D. Armenia fares only 92nd on both indicators and lags 
behind many of its compe  tor countries. 

Graph 3-7.  Company Spending on R&D vs. University-Industry Collabora  on on 
R&D, 2016-2017
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Source: WDI

Table 3-4. Government Expenditures on Educa  on to GDP, percent 

Country Expenditure, % Year Country CAGR Year

Moldova 7.48 2014 Moldova 3.5% 2000-2014

Ukraine 6.67 2013 Ukraine 3.4% 2000-2013

Israel 5.86 2013 Russia 2.7% 2000-2012

Belarus 4.99 2014 Czech Republic 1.2% 2000-2012

Latvia 4.91 2013 Albania 0.5% 2000-2013

Poland 4.81 2012 Slovakia 0.4% 2000-2013

Estonia 4.69 2012 Romania 0.2% 2000-2012

Czech Republic 4.27 2012 Israel -0.3% 2000-2013

Russia 4.15 2012 Poland -0.3% 2000-2012

Slovakia 4.11 2013 Latvia -0.5% 2000-2013

Albania 3.54 2013 Georgia -0.7% 2000-2012

Romania 2.94 2012 Estonia -1.0% 2000-2012

Azerbaijan 2.46 2013 Armenia -1.4% 2000-2014

Armenia 2.24 2014 Belarus -1.4% 2000-2014

Georgia 1.98 2012 Azerbaijan -3.1% 2000-2013

Table 3-5.  VC Index 2016 Ranking (posi  on among the ranked countries) vs. 
Change in Posi  on, 2012-2016

Country 2016 Change in posi  on

Israel 19 0

Poland 25 1

Slovenia 40 10

Russia 41 0

Lithuania 42 2

Hungary 43 -9

Romania 47 11

Estonia 49 5

Bulgaria 52 1

Another important indicator in the funding component is the degree of government 
spending on educa  on. The three South Caucasus republics represent the lowest 
spenders in the sample of the benchmarking countries. This is a result of a 
sustained decrease in the level of government spending on educa  on compared 
to GDP. While growing in absolute terms, its growth rate has been lagging behind 
the general economic growth rate. This is one of the warning signs for Armenia. 
Interes  ngly, Moldova stands out as one of the top spenders. 

Another important indicator of the ecosystem funding component is the availability 
of risk capital. Sta  s  cs on risk capital is generally non-comprehensive. The Private 
Equity and Venture Capital A  rac  veness index published by IESE Business School 
is one of the most widely used indicators that can serve as a proxy measure. It 
measures not only risk capital a  rac  veness but also the en  re private equity. 
Armenia is ranked 75th in the world and improved its posi  on in recent years. 
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Source: PEVC Index Report 2016

Country 2016 Change in posi  on

Latvia 57 11

Czech Republic 60 3

Georgia 64 5

Slovakia 66 7

Ukraine 71 -2

Serbia 72 2

Macedonia 74 8

Armenia 75 9

Croa  a 76 0

Montenegro 79 -2

Belarus 98 -1

Moldova 99 -3

Azerbaijan 104 5

Albania 108 -5

Basic infrastructure advanced 
signifi cantly, however, more specialized 
scien  fi c  and commercializa  on 
infrastructure is in need of massive 
upgrade.

The startup movement’s rise in the IT sector brought some new developments in 
risk capital infrastructure as well. The fi rst Armenian VC fund, Granatus Ventures, 
was established and registered in Armenia. Diaspora-led funding and networking 
ins  tu  ons emerged, par  cularly HIVE that invests in startups with Armenian 
founders globally. Given the embryonic stage of the startup ecosystem, a signifi cant 
gap exists in pre-ins  tu  onal, pre-seed stage funding, par  cularly angel funding.

In the previous three years, the total amount of funds raised by pre-seed stage 
startups in Armenia has been below USD 1 million (most of the funds came from 
interna  onal donor organiza  ons such as the World Bank and EU) compared with 
USD 12 million in Bulgaria and USD 10 million in Estonia. The main challenges 
include the detachment of startup teams from global markets and understanding of 
market needs, very thin fl ow of commercializable ideas based on scien  fi c research, 
and low level of knowledge circula  on from one genera  on of entrepreneurs to 
another. The la  er challenge is balanced through an asymmetric advantage of 
having be  er access to networks and interna  onal risk capital through links with 
the Diaspora enjoyed by Armenian startups.

  Infrastructure

The availability of suffi  cient and eff ec  ve infrastructure is one 
of the key aspects enabling the prolifera  on of technologies 
at large and development of the technological sector, in 
par  cular. Internet infrastructure and usage, availability 
of government online services, and specifi c support 
infrastructure, such as technoparks, incubators, accelerators, 
and labs, are the backbone of the infrastructure. 

Availability and usage of infrastructure refl ec  ng the digital 
readiness of society are necessary prerequisites for technological advancement. 
Armenia recorded a no  ceable pace of growth of Internet usage in recent years, 
but it has not reached the levels of the leading peer groups of countries. 
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Graph 3-8.    Internet Users Per 100 People, 2015 vs. CAGR 2000-2015

Source: WDI
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Graph 3-9.     Interna  onal Internet Bandwidth, kbps Per User vs CAGR 2012-2016
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Armenia also signifi cantly increased available bandwidth in recent years, although 
it s  ll lags behind the major compe  tors. As the number of users increase, 
countries are under pressure to increase the interna  onal bandwidth. Overall, 
the Internet infrastructure does not seem to be a major bo  leneck for Armenia. 

In the recent decade the Armenian government has also advanced its level of 
digi  za  on by crea  ng many online services. Armenia fares rela  vely well in the 
government online services index developed by the UN. 
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Table 3-6. Government Online Service Index, 2014

Source: UN e-Government Knowledge Database

Other infrastructure, including mul  ple format technoparks, incubators, and 
accelerators, that support high-tech entrepreneurship has had more of a direct impact 
on enabling technology entrepreneurship. A few accelerators/incubators operate 
in Armenia (e.g., Microso   Innova  on Centre Armenia, IBM ISTC, and EPIC), which 
provide services to around 30-40 teams/startups annually. For comparison, there are 
14 leading accelerators in Estonia, with the number of accelerated startups reaching 
150, annually. In Bulgaria there are 8 accelerators and around 100 incubated early 
stage startups, annually. Technoparks in Armenia are in demand, although most of 
them provide li  le addi  onal services other than rental space. The comple  on of 
technoparks in Gyumri and Vanadzor developed with the government’s support 
(administered by Enterprise Incubator Founda  on) marks an important trend towards 
pushing the entrepreneurship spirit into the regions.  
Research labs comprise another important element of infrastructure. A  er a long 
drought of investment since independence, tangible investments for building modern 
labs and research equipment started only 6-7 years ago. Most of the current equipment 
at research ins  tutes is outdated and inherited from Soviet  mes. For illustra  ve 
purposes, we calculated unweighted average years of equipment opera  on (the age 
of equipment is actually much higher since many equipment pieces were acquired 
second hand) at the Ins  tute of Molecular Biology (IMB) of Na  onal Academy of 
Sciences to be 15 years. The minimum investment required to bring the equipment 
infrastructure at the Ins  tute to world-class levels is es  mated at USD 2.5-3 million. 
With the prolifera  on of cloud technologies, virtual experimenta  on tools, emergence 
of global rental market of key lab infrastructure, and accessibility of research data, 
researchers need less hardware to conduct world-class research. As an example, 
IMB o  en buys advanced genome sequencing services from interna  onal service 
providers or uses large collabora  on network to conduct high quality research and 
publish scien  fi c papers in acknowledged interna  onal scien  fi c periodicals. However, 
maintaining own scien  fi c infrastructure is an important issue, since currently only a 
limited services are available for conduc  ng “cloud” experiments (mostly sequencing 
services) and infrastructure is needed for delivery of prac  cal skill in educa  onal 
programs carried out by IMB, which is impossible without having the direct access of 
students to the equipment.
Recently, there have been important ini  a  ves aimed at upgrading lab 
infrastructure at universi  es and research ins  tutes that led to the emergence 
of a segment of “excellency centers”. Examples of such ini  a  ves at the Na  onal 
Polytechnic University of Armenia include Armenian Na  onal Engineering Labs 
(ANEL), cloud technologies lab, and the drone lab under construc  on. World-class 
school-level infrastructure is also emerging, including TUMO, Armat engineering 
labs, and Fab Labs at Ayb school and Dilijan Central School. 

Country Rank Country Rank

Israel 13 Slovakia 65
Estonia 18 Croa  a 70
Lithuania 21 Albania 72

Russia 27 Romania 73
Latvia 28 Azerbaijan 75
Armenia 43 Slovenia 76
Georgia 49 Serbia 81
Hungary 53 Czech Republic 85
Poland 57 Belarus 91
Moldova 60 Macedonia 106
Montenegro 60 Bulgaria 109
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ENABLERS

Graph 3-10. Ins  tu  ons Pillar Score

Source: GCR 2016-2017
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The decisions of investment of resources into innova  on do not happen in 
a vacuum, they are  ghtly embedded in the ins  tu  onal, policy, and value 
fabric of society. We call them enablers for resource alloca  on to technological 
development. They facilitate decision making, create obstacles, and set priori  es 
from individuals in society up to government. We diff eren  ate four groups of 
factors, including: 

 + General ins  tu  onal environment

 + Research and innova  on policies on a na  onal level

 + Capabili  es in science and technology

 + Dominant societal values

  Ins  tu  ons

Ins  tu  ons reward or penalize types of behavior by se   ng 
the rules of the game. Advanced ins  tu  ons set a more 
predictable business environment, expecta  ons for fair 
and equal treatment, and protec  on of property rights 
(cri  cal for innova  onal ac  vi  es leading to the crea  on 

of intellectual property). Overall, ins  tu  ons create an environment that either 
is conducive to or restrains crea  ve thinking, scien  fi c pursuit, and business 
ini  a  ves. Armenia’s score as an ins  tu  ons pillar in the Global Compe   veness 
Report shows that the country’s performance is average among the benchmarked 
countries. As such, the ins  tu  onal se   ng is not a major obstacle, but is also not 
an advantage for Armenia. Unsurprisingly, Estonia and Israel are leaders in this 
comparison.
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Armenia’s Science and Technology (S&T) 
policy lacks holis  c framework and 
ambi  on.

 Na  onal Policies

Most results of scien  fi c and innova  onal ac  vi  es are public 
goods and their benefi ts spread to society at large leading to 
the cri  cal role of public policy. The nature of innova  on and 
technological development necessitates such a role in the 
engagement of private actors. A high degree of uncertainty—
typically long payback periods–requires inputs from mul  ple 
disciplines. The inherent complexity of R&D ac  vi  es require a special approach 
to incen  vize private actors. 

While the success routes of technologically developed countries are quite diverse, 
and each successful country has its own science and innova  on policy, there is one 
common denominator for such policies: the highest priority given to technological 
advancement is sustainable and consistent at the level of economic policy making. 
Wealthier western countries have organic paths unfolded through longer periods 
and supported by virtuous cycles of increasing social and private returns of 
investment into science and technology.  Armenia should learn from countries 
that have been able to achieve technological leaps in a short period of  me, such 
as Israel, Singapore, Estonia, Ireland, and South Korea. A few universal success 
factors can be used for benchmarking and compara  ve assessment of Armenia’s 
technology development policy. 

First, all those countries applied a consistent approach in the ini  al years of 
accelera  on. Israel is a renowned example of how security and survival needs 
primarily drive technological breakthroughs.  With the ini  al boost coming from 
developing military applica  ons, Israel wisely devised a system of incen  ves 
to capitalize on the infl ux of engineering talent and commercialize in various 
commercialize and comercial spheres. Singapore’s approach was based on building 
an a  rac  ve regional expansion pla  orm for technology sector mul  na  onals to 
serve East Asian markets, while Ireland implemented a similar approach for US 
mul  na  onals aiming to enter a growing European market. South Korea began 
its way to becoming a global leader and innovator in electronics with reverse 
engineering and mass-reproduc  on. Estonia pushed for a fi rst-mover advantage 
in digitaliza  on, thereby transforming to a true e-society (a sizeable push came 
from the dire need to counter massive cyber-a  acks in 2007). 

Second, all these successful countries allocated a signifi cant amount of public 
funds (including foreign governments’ assistance and contribu  ons, such as 
Israel and Ireland) as well as devised incen  ves well suited to their approach 
to jumpstart the process. They devised numerous incen  ve programs aimed at 
s  mula  ng lead investments and suppor  ng fi rst movers. The experimenta  on 
has been an important part of the process allowing for diversity of instruments 
and scale up of the most successful ones. 

Third, each country found a way to ensure the import or transfer of global exper  se 
on a signifi cant scale. It took various forms, from FDI and opening branches of 
foreign companies and immigra  on of highly qualifi ed scien  sts and engineers up 
to industrial espionage. 
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Armenia’s innova  onal and S&T policy looks dichotomous when benchmarked 
against such best prac  ces. On the level of policy declara  ons, a consistent stress 
has been placed on the impera  ve to transform the country’s economy into a 
knowledge-based economy with IT playing the lead role. This model represents 
a consistent pa  ern for consecu  ve governments over the last 15-20 years and 
li  le diversion has been observed. However, the conceptualiza  on of this broadly 
defi ned ambi  on and, par  cularly, its execu  on has not been consistent and 
coherent. 

Policy approach consistency

A general policy framework for research, innova  on, and S&T development 
in Armenia is in place. The ambi  on to develop sciences, technology, and 
innova  on is fi xed by a number of policy documents. The document on Priori  es 
for Development of Science and Technologies 2015-2019 outlines priori  es, 
although it defi nes the disciplines so broadly the focus is not clear. The Concept 
Paper on the Ini  al Strategy for Forma  on of the Innova  on Economy (2011) 
adopts the approach of strategic development horizons un  l 2020. Long-term 
goals for Armenia include becoming a prime regional loca  on for R&D and 
promo  ng the globaliza  on of Armenian tech fi rms. The paper advocates a 
project-based approach by outlining several publicly supported grand projects 
that are supposed to lead the transforma  on process. However, the paper’s role 
is limited, and it calls for another, more comprehensive document that has yet 
to be dra  ed. Other generic policy documents, such as government programs 
and Strategic Development Program 2014-2025, acknowledge the important 
role of technologies, but fall short of off ering transforma  ve ideas and ini  a  ves. 
Moreover, no offi  cial document recognizes the recent revolu  onary developments 
in technologies and their implica  ons for Armenia.

On prac  cal grounds, the government’s policy has been primarily project-driven, 
rather than being based on a coherent systemic approach. The project-driven 
policy refl ects the recent substan  ve role of interna  onal donors in policy design 
area since they devise and implement programs with certain  meframes and 
focus. They shape the policy landscape signifi cantly by channeling resources. Most 
donor programs have concentrated on building infrastructure (labs, technoparks, 
training centers, etc.). A few early pioneering infrastructure building ini  a  ves led 
to mul  plied eff orts for engaging new actors other than the state and interna  onal 
donors. 

Armenia off ers very limited fi scal incen  ves for innova  on and technological 
entrepreneurship compared to many benchmark countries. The single substan  al 
fi scal incen  ve is the package of tax incen  ves (VAT, corporate tax waiver, reduced 
rate of personal income tax) for IT startups. This incen  ve refl ected the emerging 
dynamic start-up movement, primarily in so  ware engineering. 

The dynamic development of the IT sector led to a merger of policies suppor  ng 
IT development with larger innova  on and S&T policies. 

The policy-making ins  tu  onal structure refl ects this reality. A limited overlap of 
func  ons and disconnect exists between the State Commi  ee of Science (SCS) 
and the Ministry of Economic Development and Investments regarding innova  on 
policy. The recent separa  on of IT and innova  on policy func  onali  es between 
the two ministries led to further ambiguity. Consecu  ve government cabinets ran 
quite open policies to engage the private sector and create many consulta  ve 
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Armenia has strong scien  fi c capabili  es 
in a few areas, but lacks behind in 
most of the disciplines. Dis  nctly 
strong capabili  es are  in IT and 
related industries, including emerging 
capabili  es in disrup  ve technologies. 

councils opera  ng on a public-private partnership basis. Many of them proved to 
be ineff ec  ve and became defunct, with a few excep  ons (e.g., the Informa  on 
Technology Development Support Council).

Resource alloca  on 

The resource assessment sec  on above showed that the government allocates 
rela  vely small amounts in rela  ve terms to S&T development: R&D expenditures 
in post-independence Armenia have been low. Real technology-based 
transforma  on requires a signifi cantly larger commitment of resources. 

In recent years, many innova  ve projects started in Armenia indica  ng some 
pa  ern of experimenta  on. However, generally, Armenia’s governance system 
doesn’t allow experimenta  on and there is no advanced ins  tu  onal framework  
and mo  va  on in the public sector for it as well. 

Transfer of global exper  se

Armenia conducts an open policy of welcoming foreign investments. However, 
the results do not refl ect the full poten  al. The Diaspora played an important role 
in developing the IT and engineering services sector, but less in other sectors. 
Interna  onal collabora  ve scien  fi c projects helped sustain some of the best 
resources, but the scale is very small. Dedicated lead investments are required to 
trigger the transfer of exper  se into wider areas, such as engineering, electronics, 
and biotech.

Internal Capabili  es

The internal capabili  es of Armenia for R&D directly depend 
on its human resources engaged in science and R&D. 
Currently, there are more than 10,000 scien  fi c grade holders 
a  ested by the state Supreme Cer  fying Commission of 
RA. The lead fi eld is economics with more than 17 percent, 
followed by technical (engineering) and medical sciences. 
Philology has a dispropor  onately high representa  on with 
10 percent share.

The share of scien  sts engaged in state programs is about 
22 percent (2,193 scien  sts) which is a good proxy to es  mate the share of those 
ac  vely engaged in scien  fi c research (only a small frac  on of private companies do 
science based R&D, except for a small segment of microelectronics/IT companies).  
That engagement can take diff erent formats, but primarily through research and 
studies conducted by research ins  tutes. The distribu  on of the engagement 
is very diverse in diff erent science fi elds. Thus, scien  sts in chemistry, physics 
and math, geology are more engaged in state programs while degree holders in 
pharmaceu  cals, pedagogy, law and economics are engaged marginally. Assuming 
this is a close es  mate of those ac  vely engaged in scien  fi c ac  vi  es, it indicates 
certain ineffi  ciency in u  lizing scien  fi c resources. 

The above facts and arguments shall be calibrated with considera  ons for the 
quality of those resources. Some concerns have been raised within society 
regarding the quality of many disserta  ons and the objec  vity of degree-gran  ng 
commissions, resul  ng in the rise in the number of degree holders. The debate 
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Science fi eld PhD
Grand 
Doctor

Scien  fi c 
grade 

holders* 

Share 
in 

total

Share of scien  fi c 
grade holders engaged 

in state programs

Economics 1,571 167 1,738 17.3% 4%

Technical 1,220 219 1,439 14.3% 16%

Medicine 899 224 1,123 11.2% 9%

Philology 872 146 1,018 10.1% 14%

Physics and Math 783 205 988 9.8% 54%

Biology 653 125 778 7.8% 53%

History 462 118 580 5.8% 38%

Pedagogy 458 58 516 5.1% 2%

Law 389 32 421 4.2% 5%

Chemistry 243 60 303 3.0% 63%

Agriculture 168 37 205 2.0% 34%

Arts 141 19 160 1.6% 25%

Psychology 138 17 155 1.5% 14%

Architecture 93 19 112 1.1% 31%

Poli  cs 86 15 101 1.0% 13%

Veterinary 79 12 91 0.9% 16%

Philosophy 69 18 87 0.9% 30%

Geography 60 14 74 0.7% 11%

Geology 61 10 71 0.7% 73%

Social 38 6 44 0.4% 18%

Pharmaceu  cal 31 3 34 0.3% 0%

Total 8,514   1,524 10,038 100.0%

Table 3-7.     Distribu  on of Scien  fi c Grade Holders, Cumula  ve, 1994-2016

Source: State Commi  ee of Science, SCC RA
*Note: The fi gure includes both PhD and Grand Doctor grades’ holders

par  cularly focused on social and humanitarian sciences, such as economics, 
philology, poli  cal sciences, and history. 

Another a  ribute of scien  fi c human resources is the par  cular pa  ern in age group 
distribu  on of scien  sts that is common to most post-Soviet countries. There is a 
signifi cant drop in the number of scien  sts star  ng in the 30-39 age group bracket 
with the lowest number in the 45-49 age group and a gradual increase in older age 
groups peaking at 65-69. This demographic hole in the scien  fi c community is a result 
of the transi  on period in the 1990s when the major systems of science of the Soviet 
Union collapsed and the amount of resources commi  ed to science and technology 
sharply decreased. The once-pres  gious professions of scien  st and engineer 
became marginalized as both career opportuni  es and remunera  on diminished 
remunera  on. Many scien  sts emigrated, while others changed professions to 
pursue careers in commercially more a  rac  ve areas. Thriving scien  fi c ins  tu  ons 
became ghost buildings or were used for commercial purposes. As a result, en  re 
scien  fi c schools, knowledge, and technologies were lost. 
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Graph 3-11.  Scien  fi c Grade Holder’s Structure by Age Group (Scien  sts 
Engaged in State Programs), 2016
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However, as new technologies gradually proliferated and globaliza  on brought 
new opportuni  es, scien  fi c and engineering knowledge became in demand 
once again. Interna  onal collabora  ve projects started to provide more a  rac  ve 
professional opportuni  es for young researchers. This launched a gradual, posi  ve 
trend in the interest in scien  sts and technologies, leading to an infl ux of new 
blood into the system that is s  ll small.  

The posi  ve U-turn trend in the number of scien  sts brought dynamic 
publishing ac  vity with it. In the period of 2011-2015, Armenian researchers 
published around 6000 ar  cles in the top leading interna  onal scien  fi c 
journals. Around 45 percent of these ar  cles were physics and astronomy 
papers. The fi eld is an obvious leader by the key indicators, including top cited 
1 percent and 10 percent of all papers in the fi eld. The publica  ons in physics 
have the biggest impact factor rela  ve to the world average refl ec  ng the high 
quality of research. This is an indica  on of the fact that the strong tradi  ons in 
physics and astronomy research are s  ll maintained. Yerevan Physics Ins  tute 
is a dis  nguished leader in producing high-quality publica  ons, including those 
wri  en with interna  onal collabora  ons, par  cularly in the fi elds of par  cle 
physics and cosmic radia  on. CANDLE Ins  tute (a third-genera  on synchrotron 
light source project that conducts research on linear accelerators) is another 
example of the progressive ini  a  ve with strong  es to top interna  onal 
scien  fi c centers and world-class research capabili  es. Beyond physics and 
astronomy, there is no other leading fi eld. Moreover, the impact factor rela  ve 
to the world average is signifi cantly lower in other disciplines indica  ng the 
lagging nature of research (see Appendix 3-1). 

Alterna  ve measures of the impact of research also indicate that Armenia’s best 
performing fi eld of science is physics and astronomy as shown in the H-index in 
Graph 3-12. The H-index measures both produc  vity and cita  on impact of the 
publica  ons. The striking fact is that one of Armenia’s worst performing fi elds 
in scien  fi c publica  ons is in computer science among the benchmark countries, 
with results comparable to Albania. This reality is explained by the fact that the 
best human resources in computer science are deployed in the industry due to a 
signifi cant wage diff eren  al. Since career opportuni  es in the so  ware industry 
are very a  rac  ve, the academic fi eld of computer science has suff ered as a result. 
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Graph 3-12.  Armenia’s Ranking by H-index of Fields of Science, with Best and 
Worst Performers Among Benchmark Countries 

Sources: Scimago Lab, Scopus
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While  capabili  es in science, research, and innova  on across the men  oned 
generic disciplines shape the cri  cal precondi  ons for fast technological 
development, Armenia’s poten  al to par  cipate and contribute to the unfolding 
technological revolu  on will largely depend on the current and poten  al 
capabili  es in technologies that defi ne that revolu  on.  

In Table 3-8, similar results are shown for the selected sub-fi elds that correlate to 
the major areas of disrup  ve technologies.  First, there is a scarcity of publica  ons 
in many selected disciplines. For example, there has been only one publica  on in 
the “human-computer interac  on” fi eld in the period of 1996-2015 and only 21 
publica  ons classifi ed under “ar  fi cial intelligence.” Second, Armenia’s rankings in 
most of these disciplines lag behind most of its benchmark countries, except for 

sta  s  cs and probability (which is a good base for developing applied technologies 
in Big Data/analy  cs). However, these results refl ect a huge discrepancy in academic 
and business sectors in IT and computer science and the resul  ng concentra  on of 
work in the industry. 

The general underperformance in publica  on ac  vi  es in these disciplines is a 
major gap that needs to be addressed if Armenia is to move to a more science-
based track of technology entrepreneurship and innova  on.

H-
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Source: Scimago Lab, Scopus

Table 3-8.    Armenia’s Performance in H-index in Selected Sub-Disciplines 
Compared with Best and Worst Results Among Benchmarked Ccountries

Computer science
Number of 
documents 
1996-2015

H-index 
by 

subfi eld

Rank 
in the 
world

Best 
performer 

among peer 
countries, 

rank

Worst performer 
among peer 

countries, rank

Ar  fi cial intelligence 21 4 102 Israel, 14 Montenegro, 136
Computer vision and 

pa  ern recogni  on
20 3 90 Israel, 8 Albania, 139

Human-Computer 
interac  on 1 1 130 Israel, 16 Albania, 153

Biochemistry, Gene  cs and Molecular biology

Biochemistry 362 27 82 Israel, 17 Montenegro, 158

Molecular biology 187 25 89 Israel, 13 Montenegro, 164

Biotechnology 101 8 123 Israel, 18 Montenegro, 164

Gene  cs 163 26 98 Israel, 15 Montenegro, 179

Energy      
Renewable energy, 

Sustainability and the 
Environment

67 14 86 Israel, 22 Albania, 142

Mathema  cs      
Sta  s  cs and 

probability
213 21 55 Israel, 10 Montenegro, 135

Control and 
op  miza  on

146 4 85 Israel, 18 Montenegro, 132

Material Science        

Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology 141 15 69 Israel, 19 Montenegro, 130

Another peculiarity of Armenia’s scien  fi c landscape is the extensive breadth 
of scien  fi c disciplines. The system of scien  fi c ins  tutes includes more than 91 
ins  tutes and centers in very diverse disciplines from measuring cosmic radia  on 
to hydroponics. However, due to a stark decrease in science funding a  er 
independence, the quality of research declined although many ins  tutes remained 
func  oning. As a result there was a fragmenta  on of scien  fi c knowledge and 
assets, lack of concentra  on of resources, and lack of breakthrough results. 
However, this breadth of scien  fi c disciplines may provide par  cular advantages. If 
properly organized, enormous opportuni  es abound for interdisciplinary research 
where the most signifi cant scien  fi c achievements have been accomplished in 
recent years. 
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Table 3-9.   Scien  fi c Ins  tu  ons Engaged in State Programs

Table 3-10.    Number of Companies and Employed Engineers in Selected 
Disrup  ve Technologies in Armenia

Fields Number

Mathema  cal and technical sciences 10

Physics and astrophysics 8

Natural sciences 10

Social sciences 34

Chemistry and earth sciences 13

Comprehensive research ins  tu  on 16

Total 91

Source: State Commi  ee of Science of the Republic of Armenia

Source: Survey of companies by EV Consul  ng

Technologies
Number of engineers 

(upper bound es  mates)
Number of companies

Machine Learning / AI 100 14

Robo  cs and Drones 40 5

Internet of Things 50 6

Blockchain 30 2

Big Data and Cloud compu  ng 200 12

3D prin  ng 25 4

Augmented and Virtual Reality 25 4

Cybersecurity 40 6

Another cri  cal challenge of Armenia’s scien  fi c landscape is the poor connec  on 
of scien  fi c pursuit with the real business problems and needs of the domes  c 
and global economies. The detachment from pragma  c scenarios and the lack 
of dialogue with relevant industries are the result of the conserva  ve way of 
forming agendas for scien  fi c research. Impediments include heritage research, 
research agendas based on personal scien  fi c interests of ins  tu  onal heads, lack 
of cu   ng edge topics, and lack of vision for solving business problems. 

However, posi  ve trends can be observed in the so  ware, microelectronics, and 
engineering solu  ons sector from the perspec  ve of intensifying R&D ac  vi  es 
and capabili  es in newly developing technologies. A segment of companies 
comprising the branches of MNCs performs deep science-based R&D and develops 
corresponding capabili  es. For example, Synopsis spends about 10 percent of 
the company’s total spending on R&D through the Armenian subsidiary (see 
Insert 3-1 for more details). Other Armenian IT and engineering companies show 
signifi cant dynamism in the usage of disrup  ve or deep technologies. Below is a 
summary of es  mates on companies and engineers engaged in selected disrup  ve 
technologies. 

While the numbers are not huge and the u  liza  on of the men  oned 
technologies is s  ll experimental in most such companies, they ramp up their 
capabili  es aggressively. Many of those companies are startups developing their 
own products, which indicates the early capture of global trends by Armenian 
companies. Generally, such dynamism provides a sound basis for the sector to 
move faster towards a compe   ve ecosystem.  
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INSERT 3-1. Armenia’s Advantage in Microelectronics

Microelectronics fi rst became one of the most promising fi elds of the Armenian ICT sector during the Soviet era. Armenia 
was o  en cited as the Soviet Union’s R&D hub due to its knowledge-based workforce and produc  on capabili  es in 
the fi eld of electronics. Nearly the en  re industry collapsed a  er the fall of the Soviet Union. However, the exis  ng 
capabili  es and human capital became cri  cal a  rac  on factors for some foreign high-tech companies to establish their 
subsidiaries in Armenia. The actual progress has become apparent since the 1990s, when IT companies such as Virage 
Logic Inc., HPL, Epygi Labs, Leda Design, Credence, Boomerang So  ware, and others opened their branches in Armenia.

A breakthrough in the Armenian microelectronics industry took place in 2004 when Synopsys Inc., a leading US company 
specialized in Electronic Design Automa  on (EDA), announced its inten  on to establish its R&D center in Yerevan. 
Within a year Synopsys acquired two locally opera  ng US-based companies—Leda design, a chip design company, 
and Monterrey Arset, specialized in the design of tools for analogue mixed design. In 2005, Synopsys also acquired 
HPLA, a US-based IT company with a local branch that was specialized in so  ware development for semiconductors. 
The fourth acquisi  on took place in 2010 when Synopsys purchased Virage Logic Inc., a leading independent provider 
of semiconductor intellectual property (IP) for the design of complex integrated circuits. These companies formed the 
founda  on for Synopsys’s entrance into Armenia.

Synopsys Armenia is one of the major success stories in the Armenian high-tech industry. The subsidiary is well known 
for its innova  ve solu  ons and its important role in Synopsys’s global R&D ac  vi  es. It is among the largest subsidiaries, 
second to the US-based branch, within Synopsys’s Global Group. What is more, 10 percent of Synopsys’s global R&D 
costs are spent through the Armenian subsidiary. Armenia’s staff  co-authored 40 patents fi led by the Group, a fact that 
makes Armenia’s subsidiary strategically vital in the Group’s R&D opera  ons. More than 750 so  ware engineers work 
for Synopsys Armenia. Now the company is shi  ing to 7-nanometer chip design technology, a real breakthrough that 
allows both chip designers and manufacturers to move to the next level in the microelectronics industry.

To enhance and recruit talent, Synopsys Armenia established its own Educa  onal Department with a curriculum 
based on the standard norms of current microelectronics design and Synopsys’ Electronic Design Automa  on tools. 
The company currently has a few collabora  ve programs with na  onal ins  tutes and universi  es aimed at enhancing 
the country’s poten  al in microelectronics. In 2006, in coopera  on with the State Engineering University of Armenia 
(SEUA), Synopsys Armenia established an all-new “Microelectronic Circuits and Systems” Chair located in the premises 
of the Company. More than 300 students are studying in the Chair. Senior-year students also par  cipate in an internship 
program at Synopsys Armenia Educa  onal Department. To date, the faculty has granted 51 PhD degrees. Synopsys 
Armenia Educa  onal Department cooperates with Yerevan State University, Russian-Armenian Slavonic University 
and European Regional Academy as well. It also sponsors the Interna  onal Microelectronics Olympiad of Armenia, 
Armenia’s Presiden  al Award for the most outstanding IT students and other annual contests.

In 2008, Mentor Graphics Inc., another mul  na  onal company specialized in EDA with its headquarters based in the US, 
established its presence in Armenia by acquiring 100 percent of shares in Ponte Solu  ons Inc., a company specialized 
in chip verifi ca  on and yield analysis. The company was renamed Mentor Graphics Development Solu  ons CJSC and 
began opera  ng as an R&D hub. During the past 9 years the company has incrementally expanded its opera  ons and 
tripled its staff . More than 150 developers currently work for Mentor Graphics. Local staff  authored a few patents that 
were fi led by the parent company. To recruit talent and help promote an educated workforce, the company developed 
an a  rac  ve paid internship program that allows students studying in bachelor’s programs to obtain prac  cal skills in 
so  ware development and chip design. In collabora  on with a few local universi  es, the company is fi nancing research 
programs with poten  al synergies with its own R&D teams. In April 2017, Mentor Graphics Inc. was acquired by Siemens 
and started to operate within the Siemens Digital Factory Division. 

Armenia’s current, mature microelectronics industry has greatly contributed to the development of the country’s 
IT ecosystem, thanks to the entrance of mul  na  onal companies into Armenia. Almost 10 percent of Armenia’s IT 
workforce is employed by companies involved in chip design tools and related ac  vi  es, which demonstrates the 
country’s strong compe   ve advantage in that fi eld. Narra  ves about such large mul  na  onals as Synopsys, Mentor 
Graphics, Na  onal Instruments (tes  ng and measuring devices) are widely used for outreach purposes to a  ract other 
high-tech mul  na  onals.
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  Values

Values are the most fundamental component of innova  on. 
They drive human behavior by infl uencing desires and ideals 
and defi ne percep  ons of right and wrong. Values form the 
core of culture and are thus hard to change. They can either 
mo  vate change and constant innova  on, lead people to be 
more open to technologies and scien  fi c pursuit, or penalize 
such behavior. Their infl uence is mul  -layered and complex, 
but some values can have a more direct infl uence on society’s 
poten  al to capture the benefi ts of rapid technological 

advancement. Those include values that defi ne to what extent society favors 
risk taking, failure tolerance, fairness, views technology as a posi  ve factor for 
development, and sets the level of trust. For example, trust signifi cantly lowers the 
transac  on costs of doing business and scien  fi c pursuit and is strongly correlated 
with innova  on, crea  ve thinking, and doing30.

Table 3-11. Survey on Innova  on Related  Values in Benchmark Countries

Risk Taking Technology 
Priori  za  on Trust Fairness Failure 

tolerance

 

Adventure and 
taking risks are 
important to 
have exci  ng 

life, ( 1- strongly 
“yes”, 6 - 

strongly “no”)

More 
emphasis 

on the 
development 
of technology 
is a good thing 

for future 
changes, % 
of posi  ve 

answers

Most 
people 
can be 

trusted, % 
of posi  ve 

answers

People would try to 
take an advantage 

if they got a chance 
(1) or would they 
try to be fair (10)

Avoidance 
doing 

anything 
people would 
say is wrong, 
1- “strongly 

yes”, 6 
-  “strongly 

no”)

Armenia 3.88 61 10.9 5.01 2.36

Georgia 3.74 69.2 8.8 6.3 1.96

Azerbaijan 3.84 64.3 14.8 5.36 2.47

Russia 3.09 71.4 27.8 5.66 2.46

Ukraine 4.2 70.3 23.1 5.6 2.74

Belarus 4.07 67.7 32.6 5.66 2.82

Romania 4.17 71 7.7 5.02 2.33

Estonia 4.12 59.2 39.0 6.01 2.81

Poland 3.47 79.7 22.2 4.65 2.67

Slovenia 4.11 63.7 19.9 5.5 2.47

Source: World Values Survey

30 The strong link between trust and development and innova  on agenda is shown in the works of 
Robert Putnam and Francis Fukuyama as well as in works discussing ins  tu  onal economics. 

While risk taking is favored, compara  vely 
low level of priori  za  on of technologies, 
failure tolerance, trust and percep  on 
of fairness are dominant values in 
the society constraining technology 
entrepreneurship.  
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The World Values Survey is the most comprehensive and authorita  ve mul  -year, 
cross-country study of values. The results of the survey show that Armenia fares 
well in for the parameter of risk taking—a larger share of people consider risk 
taking and adventure as important factors in life. This is a cri  cal precondi  on for 
entrepreneurship and the results are in line with the tradi  onal inclina  ons of 
Armenians towards trade and entrepreneurship. However, this is counterbalanced 
by less emphasis on technology and a lower-level of percep  on of fairness, failure 
tolerance, trust towards others compared to benchmark countries. The low 
level of priori  za  on of technologies among large masses of society as a factor 
for posi  ve change in life is par  cularly worrisome.  The reason for this result 
is subject for much deeper social study, but it is a reality that shapes signifi cant 
constraints of the general environment in which the technology entrepreneurship 
is taken to the next level in Armenia. 

CONCLUSION
Armenia s  ll produces globally compe   ve scien  fi c research in selected areas, 
but the transforma  on of scien  fi c knowledge into commercial opportuni  es 
lags behind. Armenia has underinvested resources in building innova  on and 
technology ecosystems in compara  ve terms. The opera  ng effi  ciency of the 
system measured by ra  o of the performance indicator rela  ve to invested 
resources (including human, fi nancial, and infrastructure) is high, but not 
sustainable in the long run. Strategic effi  ciency shall take priority over opera  ng 
effi  ciency. The former requires inves  ng much larger resources in the emerging 
pa  erns of technological shi  s.  

Armenia’s enabling environment has yet to become largely conducive to 
technology development, innova  on, and science-based development. There are 
important fl aws and gaps, par  cularly in S&T and innova  on policies as well as 
research capabili  es in the areas that defi ne the next technological revolu  on. 
The technology-enabled leap can be achieved only if those gaps and fl aws are 
addressed quickly and effi  ciently. 
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TRANSFORMATIONAL 
AGENDA

CHAPTER 4
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OPPORTUNITIES
The power of technologies can be harnessed to transform 
local industries as well as create new industries and sources 
of growth. A truly transforma  onal agenda is becoming a 
necessity and is driven not only by emerging opportuni  es, 
but also threats, if Armenia fails to adapt to drama  c shi  s 
in the global economy. 

We have shown the poten  al impact of adap  ng disrup  ve technologies across 
local industries. The benefi ts of cost savings, produc  vity increases, and enhanced 
growth can reach 2-3% of GDP per annum in the medium term. The impact will 
be con  nuous as the technological adop  on rate accelerates. It will be a key 
leverage factor in increasing compe   veness by narrowing the produc  vity gap 
with more developed trading partners. But Armenian society should be aware 
that such rapid changes are associated with the phaseout of some segments of 
industries and jobs. In light of this, crea  ng new industries and types of companies 
becomes of paramount importance. Armenia should create industries of the 
future to serve global markets and become one of the vital centers of solu  ons 
for global challenges. Those industries will be highly export oriented, helping 
overcome Armenia’s size constraints and accelerate economic development. The 
opportuni  es are par  cularly a  rac  ve in three types of industries:

 + Industries leveraging disrup  ve technologies where required capabili  es are 
overlapping with the available capabili  es in Armenia—AI, cloud and big data, 
IoT, blockchain, etc.

 + Industries leveraging disrup  ve technologies requiring new capabili  es that 
can be feasibly developed—robo  cs, genomics, bioinforma  cs, and renewable 
energy.

 + Other deep tech industries with strong current compe   ve capabili  es—
microelectronics, tes  ng and measuring technologies, radio electronics, and 
communica  ons.

KEY GAPS
Turning a poten  al opportunity into a realized benefi t 
requires signifi cant eff orts to address the ecosystem gaps. 
Based on the analysis in Chapter 3, we have iden  fi ed the 
following cri  cal gaps:

 + Very low scien  fi c ac  vity in disrup  ve technologies, 
despite emerging commercial ac  vi  es

 + Low commercializa  on of scien  fi c research, despite 
compe   ve research in selected areas

 + Low level of funding for S&T and R&D spending 

 + Insuffi  cient enrollment of students in engineering disciplines

 + Need for upgrades in lab infrastructure in hardware-intensive disciplines

 + Insuffi  cient level of startup accelera  on

The Fourth Industrial Revolu  on opens 
unprecedented opportuni  es for 
Armenia. 

The transforma  onal agenda should 
address complex structure of 
interrela  onships between key gaps in 
ecosystem, and the limited available 
resources.
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 + Lack of consistent approach in public policy

 + Low level of societal trust and technology priori  za  on impeding 
entrepreneurial ac  vity

Any transforma  onal agenda should address these gaps. The approach should 
embrace the par  cular nature of each gap, complex structure of interrela  onships 
between each set of factors, and the limited available resources. Linear thinking  
is to directly address each gap. However, a novel and produc  ve approach that 
can u  lize leverage points to trigger accelera  ng change processes is needed. The 
answer is a non-linear approach that considers the nature of emerging ecosystems. 

THE CHALLENGE OF 
COMPLEXITY

A simplis  c, linear interpreta  on of ecosystem gaps can 
result in a fl awed understanding of the issues and, hence, 
ineff ec  ve ac  ons taken by policy makers and ecosystem 
actors. Understanding the ecosystem complexity requires 
a systemic view. The ecosystem gaps and defi ciencies are 

not isolated factors but rather are intertwined in a complex web of interac  ons. 
Rarely are two factors linked through a simple one-direc  onal, linear causality 
rela  onship. Instead, they form mul  ple feedback loops. For example, as shown 
in Figure 4-1 below, low commercial scien  fi c output is driven by low funding, 
low enrollment of students, and startup accelera  on. However, low commercial 
output results in the una  rac  veness of scien  fi c careers for young professionals, 
which dissuades student engagement in science and technologies and weakens 
the case for increased public funding and priori  za  on.  

Figure 4-1. Complex Interdependencies of Key Ecosystem Gaps

Low Scien  fi c 
Ac  vi  es in 
Disrup  ve 

Technologies

Low Funding
Insuffi  cient 

Student 
Enrollment

Low Startup 
Accelera  on

Underdeveloped 
Lab 

Infrastructures

Low 
Commercializa  on

Inconsistent 
Policy

Low Societal 
Trust  & Tech 
Priori  za  on

 The ecosystem complexity requires a 
systemic, non-linear approach.

Note: EV analysis
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Moreover, many of the interrela  onships have signifi cant  me lags (or “delays” in 
system dynamics terminology).  Thus, it takes minimum of three to four years before 
R&D expenditures can lead to commercially viable products. Similarly, an increase 
in the number of students in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) 
subjects will have a posi  ve impact on the scien  fi c output in fi ve to ten years. 

How can eff ec  ve strategies address the gaps, harness the power of disrup  ve 
technologies, and rapidly develop the ecosystem given the associated complexity?

GENERIC STRATEGY 
ALGORITHM
Technology trajectories cannot be fully an  cipated. Even the 
best futurists cannot predict how technologies and what 
industries will evolve in the long term. Moreover, predic  ng 
the precise technical capabili  es required in the future 
is also not possible. Given these uncertain  es, how can 
strategies on country and company levels be devised and 
implemented?  

The tradi  onal strategic approach includes assessing the future, se   ng goals, 
evalua  ng trade-off s, making decisions, and deploying all resources to implement 
those decisions. The approach requires a clear focus and big commitments. In 
dynamic technology-driven environments, this approach is a road to peril.  In 
complex adap  ve systems, strategies rest on constant search and adapta  on. 
Strategies should be based on crea  ng op  ons through small-scale experimenta  on 
and then pursuing op  ons that work. Adap  ve strategies are experimental. The 
source of this approach is the fundamental evolu  onary algorithm—create 
variety, select, and replicate. More details about theore  cal founda  ons of this 
approach are provided in Appendix 4-1.

In social contexts, this algorithm is applied to many adap  ve organiza  ons 
or countries without explicit acknowledgement of its bioinspired nature. For 
example, the recent trend of establishing corporate accelerators or corporate 
venture funds by many large corpora  ons in developed and developing countries 
aims at small-scale experimenta  on with innova  ve products and services that 
eventually integrate the most successful solu  ons into corporate structures.  The 
concept of pilo  ng in public policy is another manifesta  on of such an approach.  

In the strategic context this algorithm can be more precisely called diversify (create 
op  ons)-select-scale up. In an uncertain world, this strategy should strive to create 
more op  ons at low cost. The low-cost feature is achieved by gathering informa  on 
based on real-life experience rather than analy  cal assump  ons and foresight.  
Hard commitments can be made a  er enough choices have been evaluated. 
According to economist Eric Beinhocker, “Rather than thinking of strategy as a 
single plan built on predic  ons of the future, we should think of strategy as a 
por  olio of experiments”31. The analy  cal part is important in devising a strategy 
hypothesis containing a por  olio of experimental ini  a  ves, which then evolves 

31  Beinhocker E., 2006, “The Origin of Wealth”, Harvard Business School Press

 Create variety – select – replicate is 
a generic algorithm for an extremely 
uncertain environment. 
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based on real-life experiences. Once experiments are evaluated and selec  ons 
are made, the cri  cal aspect of the strategy evolves for crea  ng mechanisms for 
quick and massive scale-up. Failure to have scale-up mechanisms leads many 
organiza  ons and governments into the trap of unproduc  ve oscilla  ons. 

GENERIC ALGORITHM FOR 
THE GOVERNMENT

This generic strategy algorithm can become a founda  onal 
principle for implemen  ng a transforma  onal strategy 
for Armenia’s technology ecosystem to embrace the age 
of pervasive technological disrup  ons. Thus, the roles 
of government and other ecosystem actors in strategy 
making must be defi ned. The roles are deriva  ves of the 

ecosystem structure. Basic technology ecosystems are networks of actors and their 
interrela  onships. The most vibrant ecosystems that maximally embrace disrup  ve 
technologies (e.g., Silicon Valley, Israel, and Europe) have three diff eren  a  ng 
features: (1) a huge diversity of ecosystem players, (2) very dense interrela  onships 
in the network, and (3) no central node in the network, including the government. 
Armenia shall strive to advance its emerging ecosystem based on best-prac  ce 
principles while carving its unique path. Therefore, the government shall be viewed 
as being the node that has the densest connec  ons in the ecosystem and can 
infl uence the func  on of ecosystem players by se   ng ins  tu  ons and game rules. 
The government shall have its own por  olio of ini  a  ves based on the diversify-
select-scale up generic algorithm, and those ini  a  ves shall aim to create more 
connec  ons, collec  ve and collabora  ve ac  ons, and experimenta  on by other 
private actors. Hence, beyond regulatory func  on, the government’s role shall be 
less of an investor and more of a “connec  ons broker.” As such, the government’s 
mandate shall include the design and implementa  on of a due process that maximizes 
collabora  ve behavior, synergies between diff erent ini  a  ves—“systemic value”—
and exchange of experiences. Addi  onally, the government may also incen  vize 
and lower the risk of early experimenta  on for system-building strategic ini  a  ves. 
However, such ini  a  ves should have clear sunset rules for withdrawal once non-
governmental actors can carry them forward.   

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
While the generic strategy algorithm may help with 
con  nually readap  ng to face an unforeseen technological 
future, we can iden  fy a few crucial ini  a  ves to ensure a 
vibrant ecosystem invariant of technological trajectories. 
These ini  a  ves will support the forming and launching 
of other various ini  a  ves that are adaptable to concrete 
situa  ons. These meta ini  a  ves are technology-agnos  c 

and as such de-risk investment decisions regarding specifi c technologies and 
related capabili  es. They are strategic impera  ves for making change on the 
development level, and they will facilitate ini  a  ves aimed at addressing key gaps 
in the ecosystem. 

 Enhancing interconnectedness of the 
ecosystem elements and systemic value 
shall be the government prime algorithm.

 A few crucial ini  a  ves that are 
independent of technological trajectories 
will be necessary to ensure a vibrant 
ecosystem.
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Strategic Impera  ve 1 –  Priori  ze and Develop Meta Competencies 

The skills and competencies that will be crucial in the Fourth Industrial Revolu  on 
are priority policy issues for many countries. A narrow targe  ng of knowledge areas 
related to specifi c niche technologies and industries may seem like an appealing 
approach in a small country like Armenia. However, future technologies and 
industries are a moving target and specifi c-technology or industry-based educa  ons 
contain signifi cant risks. According to some es  mates,  65 percent of children entering 
primary school today will ul  mately end up working in completely new job types 
that don’t yet exist32. In such a highly dynamic and uncertain environment, the more 
sensible approach is to priori  ze founda  onal competencies that will equip students 
and future employees with abili  es to quickly adapt and acquire new skills. These 
are meta competencies with refl exive power—knowledge to learn knowledge. The 
best investment strategies rest on crea  ng more op  ons rather than making huge 
single bets. Similarly, meta competencies create a wide range of op  ons for students. 

Despite the mul  faceted and some  mes controversial discourse in professional 
circles globally, a consensus on a few founda  onal competencies of the future 
exists. From the perspec  ve of mee  ng the demands of technological disrup  ons, 
we have iden  fi ed two types of competencies presented in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1. Selected Priority Meta Competencies 

So  /Hard competencies
• Complex Problem Solving
• Cri  cal Thinking
• Crea  vity

Core knowledge competencies • Mathema  cs 
• Algorithmic Thinking

Note:   So  /hard competencies are drawn from the list of Top 10 Skills from 
             The Future of Jobs report, World Economic Forum, 2016.

Technology-related problems become more and more complex, requiring 
mul  disciplinary approaches. Therefore, complex problem solving and cri  cal 
thinking skills will be of paramount importance. As more jobs become automated 
and robots and AI take over redundant tasks, the demand for crea  ve work will 
skyrocket. Social skills such as emo  onal intelligence, teamwork, the ability to 
judge, rapid decision-making, and mental concentra  on will gain more importance. 
Without a doubt, mathema  cs is required for developing disrup  ve technologies. 
Generally, STEM subjects shall be priori  zed, but mathema  cs is at the core of 
every technology and industry space. Mathema  cs shall be heavily promoted 
among students and the general public. Special focus shall be put on teaching 
algorithmic thinking as a generic component of complex problem-solving skills. 
Moreover, low-level coding may also be commodi  zed in the near future, opening 
opportuni  es for humans to deal with complex algorithmic solu  ons.

The list of priority meta competencies is not exhaus  ve and it requires professional 
discourse within the context of our educa  onal strategy. But the priority will be 
equipping our next genera  on of students with competencies fl exible enough to cope 
with the uncertainty, highly technical savvy, and complex environment of the future. 

32  The Future of Jobs, World Economic Forum, 2016
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Strategic Impera  ve 2 –  Nurture and Proliferate Crea  ve Environments

Radical societal shi  s towards science and technology happen as a result of external 
threat or shock (e.g., radical remaking of US S&T policy a  er the launch of Sputnik 
by the Soviet Union in 1957). An awareness of the importance of technologies 
for Armenia’s security surfaced a  er a military escala  on in Nagorno-Karabagh in 
April 2016.  However, tangible results require methodical, consistent, and wide-
scale eff orts. Technological transforma  on requires a societal mindset that can be 
nurtured by propaga  ng crea  vity, innova  on, and technological advancement. 
Along the journey from kindergarten to corporate lab, an individual will be found 
in environments s  mula  ng knowledge, technological exper  se, crea  vity, and 
innova  on. S  mula  ng environments shall range from physical and spa  al to 
social and digital. The lessons of past experiments shall be considered, but radically 
innova  ve concepts shall also be tested. Organically grown or inten  onally 
designed technology clusters (primarily in Europe), university ci  es, and academic 
ci  es in the Soviet Union are examples of macro-physical environments. Micro 
environments include interac  ve science museums, mul  disciplinary labs (e.g., 
fusing arts and design with STEM sciences), and “technology cafés.” Wide-scale 
public communica  on and awareness building and apprecia  on of science 
and technology will be cri  cal for promo  ng a technology s  mula  ng social 
environment. Pursuing a career in S&T, which was previously underes  mated, 
shall become a dream path for young people, and communica  on through media 
as well as poli  cal and professional debate shall foster that drive. Role models 
will shi   in this value system transforma  on. Digital environments shall also help 
interconnect a larger community of explorers throughout the world.  

In order to fi nd unconven  onal solu  ons for designing technology-s  mula  ng 
environments, unconven  onal ques  ons should be asked:

 + What if an en  re country could aspire to be “a science country”?  

 + How are “societal dreams” cul  vated?

 + How can scien  sts become role models again?

 + How can global challenges be made valid targets for local solu  ons?

Strategic Impera  ve 3 –  Link to Sources of Problems

The soundness of the technology ecosystem is based on the degree of its capacity 
to address and solve real human problems. Given that Armenia’s economy is 
rela  vely small and lacks a sophis  cated large corporate sector, the exposure 
of Armenian high tech companies to valid consumer or business problems is 
limited. Business ideas of many Armenian startups carry the imprint of weak 
understanding of problems they strive to address. Selec  on of topics of many 
scien  fi c studies have no considera  on for poten  al business issues they can help 
address. This is a root cause for many gaps in the ecosystem. Linking to sources 
of problems or “problem discovery process” shall be an overarching theme for all 
ecosystem development ini  a  ves. Access to problems and deep understanding 
of their nature requires dedicated investments. Understanding global challenges 
on a conceptual level is not enough. Developing marketable products requires 
very narrow, industry-specifi c and detailed knowledge of human and business 
problems. Not surprisingly, the predominant majority of Armenian IT startups 
target the B2C sector rather than B2B since an advanced business sector that 
can pose a sophis  cated demand does not exist. The mechanisms for linking to 
sources of problems can be manifold, as presented below.
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Channels to Problem 
Sources Mechanisms

Mul  na  onals

Mul  na  onal companies are the exclusive source of knowledge of business 
issues given their breadth of opera  ons, cu   ng-edge technologies, and 
market insights. They pass on this knowledge not only through direct demand, 
but also to local employees, placing supply contracts to local companies, 
holding open training and informa  on sessions, and so forth.

Local businesses

The weak collabora  on between academia and business is a key vulnerability 
of Armenia’s ecosystem. There are emerging cases of Armenian startups 
using early demand from local companies (banks, telecom) as test market 
for regional/global scale up.  However, scale up to the global market will s  ll 
need diff erent mechanisms since large Armenian corpora  ons are not yet 
opera  ng in many countries.

Military

Military can be a specifi c and valuable source of demand for the local 
Armenian high-tech industry. Development of local military industry  in 
Armenia is not a ma  er of economic feasibility, but rather a necessity due to 
na  onal security challenges. 

Diaspora 

The resources of the Armenian diaspora can be leveraged to access sources 
of problems and be  er understand the needs of consumers and businesses 
in foreign markets. This is one of the unique assets that Armenian companies 
and research teams can tap into. 

Universi  es

Universi  es, par  cularly in the West and advanced Asian countries, become 
increasingly embedded into the fabric of solving real business problems. The 
links with them, par  cularly through outsourcing research, can be leveraged 
further.  

Intermediaries

The value of diff erent intermediaries, including advisory fi rms, specialized 
technology research companies, accelerators, mentor networks, and brokers, 
is in their wider coverage of industries. 

Digital pla  orms

Digital pla  orms that link business problems with poten  al solu  on 
providers are becoming increasingly popular. Open innova  on pla  orms 
(e.g., Innocen  ve) and diff erent marketplaces (e.g., Kaggle for data analy  cs 
solu  ons) present business problems open for solu  ons by any individual or 
company in the world.

 KICK OFF STRATEGY 
HYPOTHESIS
We have built the case for experimental strategy approach.  To make the strategy 
making process effi  cient an ini  al hypothesis on strategy based on the integra  on of 
insights of analy  cs of this report is required. Here we lay out one variant of strategy 
that can serve as the basis to kick start the strategic discourse and search process 
described above.  This variant, which we call strategy hypothesis, aims to inform the 
stakeholder community and contribute to a structured process of strategy making.

Vision

If Armenia is to take full advantage of the Fourth Industrial Revolu  on, it has to set 
ambi  ous goals for transforming its economic and social landscape as well as create 
strong mo  va  onal forces to consolidate around big ideas. Technological revolu  ons 
allow leapfrogging by breaking the logic of tradi  onal linear development. Armenia’s 
country-wide vision should depart from linear and incremental pa  erns and put 
forward stretch goals realis  c enough to allow for feasible strategies aimed at 
achieving the vision. Armenia’s vision of technology-enabled development can be:
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Armenia - a des  na  on for unconven  onal solu  ons to complex challenges.

The world is coping with challenges of increasing complexity. All penetra  ng 
digi  za  on and connec  vity turn the search for solu  ons into a truly global game. 
Eff ec  ve solu  ons born anywhere can be scaled very fast. High-tech products and 
solu  ons are predominantly meant for massive and scalable markets. Due to the 
small size of its domes  c economy, Armenian entrepreneurs are forced to think 
globally. However, it is not enough. To turn the country into one of the hotspots 
on the global technological map, Armenia has to focus on addressing the most 
challenging and complex problems of global signifi cance in an unconven  onal and 
innova  ve way. This implies a strong mental shi   — priori  za  on of scien  fi c and 
commercial eff orts towards tackling the hardest and most complex problems. Each 
specifi c case requires a dedicated eff ort to uncover those problems, but general 
categories are well known. The Singularity University’s categories of global grand 
challenges presented in Appendix 4-2 can be used to set the ini  al search process. 

Armenia can become a cost-eff ec  ve test market for many radically innova  ve, 
unconven  onal solu  ons for global challenges by leveraging benefi ts arising from its 
small size. Smallness allows for low cost R&D and prototyping, faster decision-making, 
faster deployment and shi   of resources, and faster regulatory innova  ons (which is 
cri  cal in many applica  ons of disrup  ve technologies). Solu  ons created and tested 
locally shall be designed for global market star  ng from the idea stage. This specifi c 
value proposi  on based on a global and unconven  onal problem-solving mindset 
requires a very specifi c ecosystem design. The cri  cal requirements are:

 + Step change in level of ambi  on

 + Focus on nurturing crea  ve and unconven  onal thinking, mul  disciplinary 
approaches

 + Access and deep understanding of complex challenges and problems of global 
signifi cance

 + Mechanisms for scale up from local to global

 + A  rac  on point for world-class human capital and capabili  es

This vision is consistent with the reputa  on of Soviet Armenia for providing 
innova  ve solu  ons to complex problems of Soviet high tech industries. Moreover, 
the trend to “reclaim” that reputa  on is currently apparent in IT industry. The 
feasibility of this ambi  on rests in the ability to execute through consistent steps. 
However, the mindset should be formed as early as possible. Such goal se   ng will 
have high chances of mo  va  ng key ecosystem players and create a sound basis 
for leapfrogging (Estonia is an inspira  onal example). 

The benefi t of such posi  oning shall be hyper growth pa  erns in many segments of 
the economy. Exponen  al or non-linear transforma  on shall be evidenced through 
mul  ple transforma  onal processes that bring about accelerated development in 
diff erent segments of the economy and society. Those shall be characterized by 
hyper growth and qualita  ve leaps to new levels. Exponen  al growth pa  erns 
shall be detec  ble in mul  ple areas. Examples of such processes are:

 + Rapid spread and adop  on of a par  cular technology (a historical example 
being mobile subscrip  on growth rate in 2008-2014 in Armenia, and a poten  al 
example being the massive adop  on of blockchain across en  re fi nancial and 
government-related services)
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 + Sustained hyper growth in output and produc  vity in a set of interlinked 
industries driven by technological adop  on

 + Change of economic growth drivers from resource exploita  on to effi  ciency 
and innova  on

On the macro level, similar transforma  onal processes will result in produc  vity 
increases across the en  re economy (however, not necessarily net job crea  on if 
the growth rate is not enough to absorb the excess labor), structural changes, and, 
in-best case scenarios, expansion of export-oriented industries. We shall aim to 
sustain the economy-wide growth rate in Armenia in the range of 7-8  percent per 
annum throughout the decade coupled with a 4-5 percent produc  vity increase to 
ease the pressure on the job market and reverse the net out-migra  on.

Milestones

The effi  ciency of execu  ng the grand vision requires establishing a set of milestones 
that will signal the performance and extent of success to date. The diffi  culty in 
se   ng such milestones stems from the very complicated and mul  faceted nature 
of innova  on and technology-enabled transforma  on. The op  mal approach shall 
be in se   ng a broader set of generally accepted indicators that would refl ect key 
aspects of innova  on processes and the technology-intensity of the economy 
and its enablers. While such indicators shall be devised through a par  cipatory 
process engaging all key stakeholders (government, businesses, relevant local, 
and Diaspora-based organiza  ons), the following set of indicators may be a good 
star  ng point.

Table 4-1. Key milestones for technological advancement, Armenia

Current 
Standing

Short-term 
milestones

(up to 3 years)

Mid-term 
milestones

(up to 5 years)

Long-term 
milestones 

(up to 10 years)

High-tech exports share in  
manufactured exports 5.3% 7-8% 12-15% 20-25%

ICT sector output rela  ve to GDPDP 5% 7-8% 9-10% 11-12%

Total patents in force 284 500-600 1,500-2,500 3,000-5,000

Gross R&D expenditures rela  ve 
to GDP 0.24% 0.5-1% 2-3% 3-4%

Globally signifi cant startup success 
cases 2-3 5-6 10-15 More than 30

Sources: WDI, UNESCO Sta  s  cs, WIPO, EIF, EV analysis

Strategic Advantages

Ambi  ons are merely dreams if they are not supported by proper strategies and 
execu  on driven by strong discipline. A feasible strategy to enable technology-
driven transforma  on shall be propelled by a few key advantages that will help it 
stand out in the increasingly compe   ve global landscape. Compe   ve advantages 
can be formed based on assets that enable asymmetric moves in compe   on. 
In Armenia’s case, four factors can form the compe   ve advantage upon which 
a feasible transforma  on strategy can be built: network, heritage, loca  on, and 
dynamic lead sector.
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-  Network Advantage

Armenians are one of the most globalized ethnic groups in the world. Most of 
the Diaspora lives in countries more economically advanced than Armenia, and 
over half of it in countries with modern technological systems (includes Russia).  
Although the Diaspora is very mul  -layered and diverse, it is considered to be one 
of the few Diasporas that maintain strong cultural affi  lia  on to their ethnic ideals 
and their homeland. Throughout the 25 years of independence from the Soviet 
Union, the role of the Diaspora has been instrumental in forming ins  tu  ons that 
facilitate fast transfer of knowledge, advanced prac  ces, and technologies (e.g., 
American University of Armenia, high-tech mul  na  onals). 

Historically, ethnic entrepreneurial networks played a signifi cant role in developing 
technology sectors in many countries including Israel, Ireland, Taiwan, China, and 
India. Armenia needs to replicate its success of leveraging this factor, but at a 
signifi cantly bigger scale. 

-  Heritage Advantage

As change is so fast, the factor of scien  fi c tradi  ons is easy to overlook.  But 
Armenia can turn it into a diff eren  a  ng factor. Armenia’s deep scien  fi c tradi  ons 
stem from its role as one of the important centers of the Soviet Union’s science 
and technology, par  cularly in mathema  cs and physics (fundamental science) 
and electronics (applied science, R&D and produc  on integrated with larger 
complexes in other republics). A few truly breakthrough Soviet technologies were 
developed in Armenia, such as fi rst mainframe computer in 1963. In 1988, Soviet 
Armenia had around 6,300 scien  sts per 1 million people compared with the same 
indicator in the US of only 2,800 per 1 million people.

While this heritage is currently either deteriorated or outdated, a few important 
assets exist. One is the tradi  on of teaching fundamentals of STEM subjects in 
schools and higher educa  on ins  tu  ons. Second, fragmented capabili  es in 
selected fi elds, like nuclear physics and cryptography, con  nue to propagate world-
class research. Third, the trend toward regaining value and pres  ge of science and 
technologies is emerging.

-  Loca  onal Advantage

Armenia is in challenging region with severe security threats and transporta  on 
limita  ons. However, from the perspec  ve of technology arbitrage, access to markets 
for technology-heavy products and services, it has a unique posi  oning in the region. 

Armenia is tradi  onally close to Russia and part of the Eurasian Economic Union 
with a vast popula  on of over 180 million. The recent tensions between Russia and 
the West resulted in signifi cant restric  ons in technology transfer and reduc  on 
in exchange between entrepreneurs, investors, and professionals. Armenia 
is expanding its  es with the US and Europe in technology entrepreneurship, 
par  cularly in the start-up space. This poten  ally can open a  rac  ve opportuni  es 
for launching technology products of regional and global signifi cance. Another 
(less immediate) regional posi  oning opportunity is along a North-South axis 
(Russia, Iran, Gulf Region). 

Regarding military products, some believe Armenia’s market is too small to allow 
scalable produc  on. Nevertheless, some emerging technologies are not hampered 
by the scale factor (drones, communica  on, cybersecurity, etc.). Armenia serves as a 
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real-life tes  ng ground for such technologies (tes  ng in real-life situa  ons is a cri  cal 
factor for military products). Armenia can develop export capabili  es for its most 
successful applica  ons, thereby serving as a launch market for innova  ve products. 

-  Dynamic Lead Sector Advantage

The IT sector is showing sustainable and dynamic growth pa  erns. It is the fastest 
growing and most produc  ve sector of Armenia’s economy. Currently, the sector 
is transi  oning to a qualita  vely new stage of a dynamic startup movement where 
local companies develop and market their own products or foreign startups launch 
their products fully developed in Armenia. There are a few exits (e.g., Moni  s to 
GFI, Integrien to VMWare), an emerging culture of risk investment (spearheaded 
by the fi rst Armenian VC fi rm Granatus Ventures), a growing number of cases of 
fundraising from leading interna  onal VCs (e.g., Picsart), and an increasing interest 
from the Diaspora and angel investors. The successes in the IT sector further 
catalyze the adjacent engineering services sector (with the lead role played by 
Na  onal Instruments) and, hence, IT is poised to become a driving force for the 
fully fl edged tech transforma  on process. 

 Ini  a  ves

The strategy should be implemented through the por  olio of ini  a  ves. A 
three-horizon approach can be applied to construct a por  olio streamlined to 
eff ec  vely form and use capabili  es across mul  ple goals a  ainable in diff erent 
 meframes. Specifi c types of ini  a  ves will target objec  ves for each horizon. 

Horizon 1 ini  a  ves shall aim to achieve immediate objec  ves (primarily short-
term milestones) through eff ec  ve use of exis  ng capabili  es and resources. 
Horizon 2 ini  a  ves will entail scaling up emerging capabili  es and Horizon 3 
ini  a  ves will involve crea  ng new capabili  es—both horizons will aim for mid-
term and long-term objec  ves. Ini  a  ves can be classifi ed into infrastructure 
building, incen  ves, educa  on, and funding categories to enable a comprehensive 
ecosystem development approach. 

Graph 4-1. Development Horizons
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Horizon 1 Ini  a  ves – Leveraging Current Capabili  es

- Infrastructure: Focus on accelerators and innova  on labs

Building a very diverse range of accelerators, technology centers, and innova  on 
labs shall be the priority. This focus will have an immediate impact, as the nascent 
technology entrepreneurship ecosystem requires massive entrepreneurship support 
to ins  tu  ons at this stage. Currently, the prolifera  on of accelerators is a dominant 
global trend. In recent years, a number of accelerators and innova  on centers have 
been established in Armenia, but the need for diverse formats s  ll exists, namely 
corporate accelerators/tech centers/innova  on labs that have a regional focus 
and can tap into world class mentor networks (a  rac  ng foreign entrepreneurs 
is essen  al since diversity and mul  culturalism are cri  cal). The compe   on will 
result in the survival of the best accelerators with sustainable business models. 

- Educa  on: Focus on short-term trainings and online/mobile educa  on 

There is currently a gap of approximately 2,000 so  ware engineers demanded by 
the industry. The demand for other types of engineers is also growing. High-quality, 
short-term training courses are in great demand. A greater diversity in programs is 
required. Massive online on-demand courses (MOOCs) and innova  ve educa  onal 
pla  orms can be leveraged through incorpora  on into offi  cial university curricula 
and other training programs. 

- Incen  ves: Focus on skills / labor costs ra  o enhancement incen  ves

The high-tech sector is at risk of a slowdown in growth due to rapidly rising labor 
costs. Sustaining compe   veness will require maintaining a favorable value/cost 
ra  o. Incen  ves aimed at lowering the costs of enhancing employee skills and 
capabili  es can address the problem. Adjustments to current tax incen  ves for 
IT startups might be required based on past performance evalua  ons. Addi  onal 
incen  ves to a  ract senior level engineers and tailored to specifi c needs of 
mul  na  onals can be considered to facilitate the knowledge transfer.

- Funding: Focus on research and angel funding 

For a nascent entrepreneurship ecosystem, funding for early stage R&D, 
prototyping, and commercial pilots is the most relevant need. Armenia 
currently needs a larger menu of funding ins  tu  ons and instruments for the 
pre-commercializa  on and pre-venture capital stages. Based on the successful 
experience of a few matching grant schemes (e.g., EIF/World Bank program), new 
schemes shall be introduced such as grants repayable through royalty payments 
(which were cri  cal instruments in many countries, par  cularly programs run 
by the Offi  ce of Chief Scien  st of Israel). It will be instrumental to spearhead 
larger innova  ve funding vehicles  (the announced FAST founda  on can play an 
important role). Angel investors can be well incen  vized with such schemes to co-
invest, but there should a dedicated eff ort to create more engagement through 
building na  onal and interna  onal angel networks. 

 Horizon 2 Ini  a  ves – Scale Up of Emerging Capabili  es

- Infrastructure: Focus on Hardware Labs

More comprehensive development will require building capabili  es in hardware 
in the mid-term perspec  ve. Having pure so  ware capabili  es will signifi cantly 
constrain expansion poten  al. Moreover, in order to develop defense-related 
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industries, Armenia will inevitably need advanced capabili  es in physical produc  on. 
An important impetus to driving this shi   will be the establishment of an array of labs 
and prototyping centers for hardware products (robo  cs, communica  on equipment, 
electronic components, biotech, etc.). It is possible to develop them based on a public-
private partnership model (e.g., ANEL Labs at Polytechnic University). 

- Educa  on: Focus on quality of talent

There will be an exponen  al demand growth for high-quality engineers as the 
tech industries pick up. Universi  es shall be radically upgraded to at least par  ally 
meet the demand. Intensive, high-quality interna  onal collabora  ons are key to 
further address the gap. They shall go beyond exchange programs to use much 
deeper formats (joint research, joint programs, etc.). However, only the programs 
at top universi  es shall be priori  zed as they have be  er chances to adapt and stay 
relevant as players in the new era (otherwise, this can be a waste of resources). 

Interdisciplinary knowledge and ability to learn will be key requirements for the 
new workforce. These call for delivering new educa  onal programs that will 
transcend tradi  onal disciplinary boundaries (e.g. bioinforma  cs). 

However, the supply of talent provided by Armenia’s universi  es is not enough to 
cope with the intensifying global war for talent acquisi  on. Moreover, to create a 
dynamic, innova  ve environment we will need a greater diversity of people with 
diff erent cultural and educa  onal backgrounds. Therefore, a dedicated eff ort to 
a  ract high-tech professionals to the country shall be considered a high priority. 
Given the quality of life and emerging infrastructure in Armenia, this goal is feasible.

- Incen  ves: Focus on intellectual property ( IP) protec  on and tech usage

Once Armenian companies start genera  ng a stream of IP, priority shall be 
given to subsidizing IP protec  on interna  onally. Very o  en, IP protec  on is a 
prohibi  vely costly process for research teams and startups. In parallel, the local 
legal environment and enforceability for IP protec  on shall be improved and 
streamlined to incen  vize startups to register IPs locally. 

Armenia can turn its size to its advantage through quickly adap  ng its regula  ons 
and introducing incen  ve schemes for transforming itself into a compe   ve 
testbed for new technologies (e.g., MIT spinout nuTonomy’s self-driving car fi rst 
hit the roads in Singapore a  er the country adapted its regula  ons).

- Funding: Focus on early stage VCs and defense R&D

As the number of startups transi  oning from prototype to early commercializa  on 
stage grows, the establishment and growth of early stage VCs shall be encouraged 
(e.g., matching funding scheme). 

Armenia needs to start implemen  ng eff ec  ve and innova  ve schemes for 
suppor  ng defense-related R&D and commercializa  on linked to the Ministry of 
Defense’s specifi c needs (e.g., royalty-based grants). In the mid-term, synergies 
between the startup movement and military tech produc  on will emerge. 

 Horizon 3 Ini  a  ves – Crea  ng New Capabili  es 

- Infrastructure: Focus on tech transfer and industrial zones

If R&D support and university collabora  ons become successful, there will be 
growing need for tech transfer and university services that ac  vely reach beyond 
the realm of job placement for graduates. Successful matching of entrepreneurial 
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and technical talent is a cri  cal missing element in Armenia. This shall be ins  tuted 
based on the best global prac  ces. 

Similarly, if the ecosystem develops and defense-related and hardware companies 
thrive, crea  ng industrial zones with the necessary infrastructure will be important 
for public-private ini  a  ves. 

- Educa  on: Focus on world-class tech ter  ary and school educa  on

Armenia cannot create a globally relevant tech sector if it fails to off er world-
class tech educa  on. This is an impera  ve for execu  ng the vision ar  culated 
above. Globally, the educa  on sector is also at the cusp of disrup  on and the 
winning models of the future are not yet clear. A radically innova  ve model of a 
world-class tech university shall be designed that u  lizes the current advantages 
of leading universi  es in Armenia providing STEM educa  on. It shall leverage the 
resources of exis  ng Armenian universi  es to enhance the systemic effi  ciency of 
technology educa  on. Leading players from Armenia and the Diaspora should be 
engaged for its implementa  on. 

Investments in primary and secondary school educa  on have the longest 
payback; therefore, the systemic overhaul should start now. Fortunately, there 
are already a number of world-class projects (TUMO, Ayb school, Armat school 
engineering labs spearheaded by UITE and microelectronics and ICT classes by 
the IT employers associa  on) that can serve as a good pla  orm for scale-up across 
the system. The country’s en  re STEM educa  on also needs to be reevaluated to 
meet the demands of the 21st century. 

- Incen  ves: Focus on crea  ng an a  rac  ve jurisdic  on

In the long-term, the aim shall be to turn Armenia into an a  rac  ve jurisdic  on for 
domiciling corporate headquarters and holding companies. The par  cular window 
of opportunity is becoming a pla  orm for Eurasian Economic Union companies. 
This requires systemic eff orts to reform judicial and enforcement prac  ces. 

- Funding: Focus on R&D in disrup  ve technologies and dual-purpose applica  ons

If Armenia is to become a des  na  on for crea  ve solu  ons to problems of global 
signifi cance, it has to start inves  ng in scien  fi c research. Only systemic research 
can become a sound basis for a steady fl ow of compe   ve products. Science 
funding allocated for disrup  ve technologies as well as dual-purpose technologies 
should be priori  zed. 

Interna  onal VCs will follow the scent of opportunity if we build a dynamic and 
globally compe   ve ecosystem where they can fi nd a rich pipeline of deals (e.g., 
Israel, Singapore). 

Culture and Leadership

Strategies and transforma  onal eff orts most o  en fail because of poor execu  on. 
 Culture and leadership are prerequisites for eff ec  ve execu  on. Four values are 
founda  onal for this eff ort: failure tolerance, risk taking, trust and strong ethics, 
and sense of mission.

-  Failure tolerance

Innova  on entails experimenta  on which is associated with constant trial and 
error and, hence, mul  ple failures. If cultural values ascribe costly penal  es to 
failure, then innova  on and technology entrepreneurship are inhibited. If failure 
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is perceived as a social s  gma (e.g., Asian countries), then innova  ve businesses 
become signifi cantly less likely to succeed. The “fail fast, fail o  en” mantra of 
Silicon Valley is well known. Armenia should learn to embrace failure so that both 
the entrepreneurial spirit and innova  on fl ourish in the long term If we want to 
build a viable ecosystem, we need to tolerate “Schumpeterian waste” (resources 
deployed unsuccessfully as a result of “crea  ve destruc  on”).

-  Risk taking

Risk taking is part and parcel of entrepreneurship, and the risk associated with 
technology entrepreneurship is high. We need to encourage risk taking through 
public communica  on channels. If you have to choose one metric to show the 
dynamism of the ecosystem, it can be the growth in the number of risk takers. 

-  Trust and strong ethics 

The above values shall be balanced by a strong ethical value system, otherwise, 
the virtues of calculated risk-taking can easily descend into an arena of gambling. 
Honesty and decency beget trust, which is the cornerstone of social capital. The 
higher the social capital in society, the lower the transac  on costs, and hence, the 
greater the ease to conduct business. Ethical behavior and trust have enormous 
poten  al to facilitate business development. They directly enable compe   ve 
advantage, which is enormously valuable and diffi  cult to replicate otherwise.  

-  Sense of mission

The best examples of technology entrepreneurship and engineering innova  on 
were driven by a strong sense of mission to solve problems. A pervasive feeling 
in vibrant ecosystems is that everyone wants to change the world. Technology 
shall be a means to solve Armenian society’s cri  cal, complex problems. Tackling 
Armenia’s security issues can be a very strong sense of mission for local high-tech 
entrepreneurs. 

At the end of the day, everything depends on people who can lead the 
transforma  onal processes at micro-, mezzo- and macro-levels. These leaders are 
both in the public and private sectors as well as the Diaspora, who are able to 
harness changes, think and act with “win-win” logic, and execute ruthlessly. They 
have to be able to think in historic perspec  ves as the opportunity itself is historic. 
How Armenia transforms will depend on the choices leaders make on mul  ple 
levels. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 3-1.   The grading of the ar  cles in the various science fi elds by key  

selected indicators
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astronomy

2,669

Physical 
sciences 

and 
astronomy

40,314

Animal 
and dairy 
science
100 %

Physical 
sciences and 
astronomy

20.7 %

Physical 
sciences and 
astronomy

4.1 %

Animal and 
dairy science

100 %

Physical 
sciences and 
astronomy

3.2

2
Chemical 
sciences

442

Biological 
sciences

1,719

Chemical 
engineering

80.9 %

Law
20 %

Sociology
3.7 %

Other natural 
sciences

100 %

Earth and 
related 

environmental 
sciences

1.2

3
Biological 
sciences

400

Chemical 
sciences

952

Veterinary 
science

75 %

Sociology
14.8 %

Environmental 
biotechnology

3.1 %

Other 
agricultural 

science
78.6 %

Biological 
sciences

0.9

4 Mathema  cs
371

Basic 
medical 
research

761

Physical 
sciences 

and 
astronomy

74.9 %

Economics and 
business
11.1 %

History and 
archaeology

2.94 %

Economics 
and business

72.2 %

Environmental 
engineering

0.89

5
Clinical 

medicine
299

Clinical 
medicine

647

Other 
natural 

sciences
66.7 %

Earth and 
related 

environmental 
sciences
7.87 %

Biological 
sciences

2 %

Physical 
sciences and 
astronomy

69 %

Environmental 
biotechnology

0.88

Source: Web Of Science, Reuters InCites, Science Commi  ee of Armenia
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Appendix 4-1. Evolu  onary Logic of Economic and Technology Ecosystems

In recent years complex systems with unpredictable, dynamic, and mul  -
dimensional problems have been studied using a set of approaches commonly 
referred as complexity science (or complexity theory). Such systems are commonly 
called complex adap  ve systems and are found across physical and social realms 
(examples of complex adap  ve systems are the brain, the immune system, society, 
economy, ar  fi cial intelligence systems, etc.).  The complex systems approach defi es 
the tradi  onal linear “cause and eff ect” thinking and embraces the complexity 
of the world, both in physical and social realms. Unsurprisingly, complex systems 
research became possible due to advancement of compu  ng technologies 
employing computer simula  on, virtual experiments, and computa  on of large 
data streams. 

Many complex adap  ve system a  ributes resemble the features of biological 
evolu  on. In fact, biological evolu  on is seen as one subset of evolu  onary 
systems, which represent a generic class of systems with similar principles of 
func  oning.  Economic and innova  on systems represent a par  cular class of 
evolu  onary systems that can be described and understood using conceptual 
frameworks developed to study biological and other classes of evolu  on. 

An evolu  onary approach in economics acknowledges the role of constant 
evolu  on of the economic system in a permanently dynamic process of adapta  on 
by economic agents. Economic and technological ecosystems never reach an 
equilibrium state—they are always in a state of dynamic “crea  ve destruc  on” 
through which economic value is created. Markets are not effi  cient at resource 
alloca  on in equilibrium, but are rather eff ec  ve at innova  on in disequilibrium. 33

Innova  on is a prerequisite for survival, and, hence, a key growth driver. Innova  on 
is achieved through a search for strategies and organiza  onal capabili  es that 
enable maximal adapta  on to market condi  ons and, hence, enable survival and 
endurance. Innova  on is a constant search for solu  ons to complex problems 
based on con  nuous learning and accumula  on of knowledge. Learning helps 
accumulate knowledge to a  ain compe   ve advantage over other agents. This 
in its turn drives economic growth through selec  on of the fi  est agents that 
are the most adaptable and fastest to learn. Once the most suitable strategies 
and agents are selected, the forces of evolu  on facilitate their replica  on and 
scale up.  Through search, selec  on and replica  on evolu  on drives the diversity, 
complexity, and wealth crea  on in the economy. 

The fi tness of each agent in an evolu  onary system is defi ned by its probability 
of successive reproduc  on. If in biological systems the fi tness func  on is self-
emergent (according to the current predominant view), in social systems the fi tness 
func  on is partly self-emergent and partly intelligently designed. The market is 
essen  ally a mechanism for defi ning the fi tness. The search and valida  on of 
the most viable business ideas and their execu  on is the fundamental func  on 
of markets. Governments tradi  onally also play an important role in defi ning 
such fi tness func  ons through ins  tu  ons and policies that set the game rules 
of economic agents (in autocra  c systems closeness to poli  cal power is a key 
feature of fi tness rather than the off ering of products and services at the most 
compe   ve value/cost ra  o).  

33  Beinhocker E., 2006, “The Origin of Wealth”, Harvard Business School Press 
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The fi tness func  on sets the goal of the system and acts as a criterion for selec  on. 
Hence, economic and technological evolu  on is a search for fi t designs in the 
economy. Businesses and individuals con  nually experiment with and invent new 
business ideas, technologies, strategies, and organiza  onal designs which leads to 
varia  on. Some of those ideas and strategies succeed due to be  er fi tness, while 
many others fail. Once the successful agents and ideas are selected, replica  on 
occurs throughout the economic system as the successful business ideas and 
strategies acquire more resources and are widely imitated and copied. 

Solving Real Human Problems as a Purpose and Ecosystem Fit Func  on

Technology helps increase prosperity in human socie  es. However, prosperity 
cannot be understood only as a monetary measure of value of products and 
services available for consump  on. The cri  que of GDP or GDP per capita as 
measures of human prosperity is becoming more pervasive in both academic 
and policy making realms in many countries. Numerous studies show that a  er 
a threshold level of income human happiness loses any correla  on with wealth.34 
Despite a signifi cant increase of GDP in the post-independence era, many problems 
in Armenian society such as unequal distribu  on of income and emigra  on, are 
just as severe as they were before, and some even became threatening. We have 
also seen that technology is associated with bringing both opportuni  es as well 
as new threats for humans ranging from unemployment to psychological issues. 

The true value of technology lies in its ability to solve real human problems. 
Those problems can range from basic hunger, health, and need for shelter to the 
realiza  on of the desire to create. It is also true that human problems change as 
human socie  es evolve (business and government-related problems are second 
order deriva  ves of human problems). While technology is a key determinant for 
that evolu  on, it is also a source of new problems that call for their own solu  ons.  
In this “problem-solu  on” spiral the market forces will favor those agents that 
produce eff ec  ve solu  ons to human problems in a specifi c  me period. Therefore, 
the fi t func  on in the technology ecosystem is the ability to solve human and 
societal problems and as such, serve as an overarching purpose of the ecosystem. 

Recognizing the technology ecosystem’s purpose is cri  cal for handling emerging 
ecosystems in Armenia. Understanding the purpose of problem-solving marks 
an important paradigm shi   away from vague no  ons of wealth or GDP crea  on 
as goals for technological development towards very concrete implica  ons for 
all ecosystem players from startups to the government. For example, the hype 
around new technologies gave burst to a plethora of startups globally,  producing 
technically sophis  cated products and services, but without clear value proposi  on 
of solving real human or business problems. 

Achieving a deeper understanding of the evolu  onary logic of technology 
ecosystem development and its problem landscape will facilitate be  er decision 
making by key ecosystem actors.  

34  See, for example, the longest longitudinal household survey -  h  ps://psidonline.isr.umich.edu/
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Appendix 4-2. Global Grand Challenges According to Singularity University

Energy 

Ample, accessible and sustainable    
energy for the needs of humanity.

Environment

Sustainable and equitable steward-
ship of Earth's ecosystems for op  -
mal func  oning both globally and 
locally.

Food 

Consump  on of suffi  cient, safe, and 
nutri  ous food to maintain healthy 
and ac  ve lives for all people at all 
 mes. 

Shelter

Secure, safe, and sustainable shelter 
for residence, recrea  on, and indus-
try for all people at all  mes.

Space

Safe and equitable use, and steward-
ship of,  space resources and technol-
ogies for the benefi t of humanity and 
our future as a  mul  -planetary spe-
cies.

Water

Ample and safe water for consump-
 on, sanita  on, industry, and recre-

a  on for all people at all  mes.

Disaster Resilience

Eff ec  ve and effi  cient disaster risk re-
duc  on, emergency response, and re-
habilita  on that saves lives and liveli-
hoods, minimizes economic loss, and 
builds resilience both globally and lo-
cally.

Governance

Equitable par  cipa  on of all people 
in formal and societal governance in 
accordance with principles of jus  ce 
and individual rights; free from dis-
crimina  on and iden  ty-based prej-
udices; and able to meet the needs 
of an exponen  ally changing world.

Health

Op  mal physical and mental health, in-
cluding access to cost eff ec  ve preven-
 on, early diagnosis, and personalized 

therapy for individuals and communi-
 es.

Learning

Access to informa  on and experiences 
that build knowledge and skills for all 
people at all stages of their lives for per-
sonal fulfi llment and benefi t to society.

Prosperity

Equitable access to economic and oth-
er opportuni  es for self-fulfi llment 
where all people are free from poverty.

Security

Safety of all people from physical and 
psychological harm, including in vir-
tual worlds; and protec  on of physi-
cal, fi nancial, digital systems.

Source: Singularity University  
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
3D 3 Dimensions IT  Informa  on Technology

AI Ar  fi cial Intelligence ITRI Industrial Technology Research 
Ins  tute 

AGI Ar  fi cial General Intelligence KBPS Kilobits Per Second

AML An  -money laundering Lab                    Laboratory

ANEL Armenian Na  onal Engineering Labs MA Massachuse  s

ANN Ar  fi cial Neural Network MIT Massachuse  s Ins  tute of 
Technology

AR Augmented Reality Mln Million

B2B Business to Business MNC Mul  na  onal Corpora  on

B2C Business to Consumer MOOCs Massive Online on Demand 
Courses

CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate MRI Magne  c Resonance Imaging

CANDLE Center for the Advancement of 
Natural Discoveries Using Light 
Emission Synchrotron Research 
Center

NASA                Na  onal Aeronau  cs and Space 
Administra  on

CEE Central and Eastern Europe NSS Na  onal Sta  s  cal Service of 
Armenia

CIS Commonwealth of Independent 
States

P2P Peer to Peer

CRISPR            Clustered Regularly Interspaced 
Short Palindromic Repeats

PaaS Pla  orm as a Service

CT Computed Tomography PC Personal Computer

DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid PEVC Private Equity Venture Capital

EIF                     Enterprise Incubator Founda  on PPP Purchasing Power Parity

EPIC  Electronic Privacy Informa  on 
Center

PV Photovoltaic

FDI    Foreign Direct Investment R&D Research and Development 

GCI Global Compe   veness Index SaaS So  ware as a Service

GCR Global Compe   veness Report S&T Science and Technology

GFI Gross Fixed Income SCS State Commi  ee of Science

GMI Global Militariza  on Index TBR Technology Business Research

GVA Gross Value Added TUMO TUMO Center for Crea  ve 
Technologies
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